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ABSTRACT
This research investigates the influence of Snapchat microcelebrity endorsement
for nonprofit organizations’ PR campaigns through testing the self-disclosure model,
source attractiveness model, and congruence or fit model in relation to individuals’
donation intentions and attitudes toward the endorsement. This paper has highlighted the
effectiveness of the three models through testing each model three times via three
endorsements featuring three different microcelebrities. The result of the survey suggests
that self-disclosure practiced by the endorsing microcelebrity has a weak influence on
peoples’ donation intention and attitude towards the endorsement. However, physical
attractiveness of the endorsing microcelebrity has an influence on people’s donation
intentions and attitudes towards the endorsement. Finally, having a congruence
relationship between the endorsing microcelebrity and the endorsement has a great
influence on peoples’ donation intentions and attitudes towards the endorsement.
Therefore, the evidence of the study suggests that when conducting a fundraising
campaign, public relations practitioners should choose a microcelebrity who fits their
fundraising campaign. This should bring about positive attitudes towards the
endorsement and raise peoples’ intentions to donate to the endorsed nonprofit
organizations.
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION
Just like how the press, telegraph, radio and TV has changed many aspects of
human interaction, new communication technology has reshaped the way people interact
with each other. The non-stop development of communication technologies has not only
influenced the way people receive their news, but also the perceived credibility of some
sources or media platforms. For example, 20 years ago newspapers were seen as an
influential platform, however now they may not be perceived as credible as before. Many
recent studies have pointed out the significant decline of newspapers’ credibility in the
age of the internet (Yamamoto & Nah, 2018). As a result, those who try to send political,
religious, promotional or any message to a targeted audience had to adjust to the new
rules of the game in order to bring about influence and effectively reach their intended
goals.
Social media platforms have increasingly become a very powerful tool. Many
studies have indicated the significant power of social media platforms and their influence
on public. Some researchers have named social media platforms “the weapon of a new
generation” (Scaramuzzino & Scaramuzzino, 2017, p. 1). The significant tendency
towards social media platforms has made microcelebrities or social media influencers a
very powerful tool that can be utilized by those who intend to convey messages to the
public.
In todays’ society, many companies and institutions tend to engage
microcelebrities or social media influencers in their public relations and marketing
campaigns. The use of microcelebrities or social media influencers has become a
common technique for public relations practitioners and marketers. Many recent studies
1

have claimed that people tend to trust and have a positive attitude towards social media
influencers endorsement (Hu, Zhang, & Wang, 2019). Therefore, it is not surprising to
see both profit and non-profit institutions spend a significant amount of money on social
media influencers endorsement. Since 2015, the influencers endorsement industry has
gone through remarkable changes. In a study that investigated only one social media
platform, Instagram, the author found out that businesses have spent up to $1.6 billion on
influencers endorsement in 2018 alone (Mediakix, 2019). Social media influencers
endorsement industry is growing. Based on the Association of National Advertisers, up to
75% of the United State advertisers utilized social media influencers and up to 43% of
them are planning to increase their influencers marketing spend over the next year (Lee,
2019). Social media influencers endorsement industry is expected to spend up to $10
billion by 2020 (Mediakix, 2019). Therefore, it is not shocking to see businesses in many
countries are trying to reach their targeted public through cooperating with their public’s
favorite microcelebrities.
Saudi Arabia is one of the countries where many businesses are utilizing
microcelebrity endorsement as a main tool that enables them to reach their public. Since
Snapchat is a very popular social media platform in Saudi Arabia, the majority of
microcelebrity endorsements happen to be through Snapchat. Snapchats’ microcelebrities
in Saudi Arabia have become the main communication channel between organizations
and their public. Not only businesses but also governmental institutions are taking
advantage of this powerful tool in order to increase their visibility and enhance the
public’s attitude towards them. What makes Snapshat’s microcelebrity endorsement
industry very attractive in Saudi is that Saudi Arabi is one of the largest national market
2

for YouTube and Snapchat in the world (GMI, 2019). The global annual growth of social
media equals to 13% and Saudi Arabia, among other nations, leads the race with an
annual exponential growth average of 32 %. Snapchat is the second most used messenger
app in Saudi Arabia after WhatsApp (GMI, 2019). Saudi Arabia is ranked as one of the
countries that have the biggest snapchat users worldwide. As of October 2019, Saudi
Arabia had the fifth-biggest Snapchat user base in the world (Statista, 2019).
All mentioned elements make exploring a phenomenon such as Snapchat
microcelebrities’ influencers in Saudi Arabia worth investigating. In addition, there are a
few studies investigating how social media is being used in Saudi Arabia (Al-Saggaf, &
Simmons, 2015). The different political landscape between western countries like the
United State and Gulf countries like Saudi Arabia, and the remarkable differences in the
cultures and societies, make the role of social media in Saudi Arabia deserving of
researchers’ attention. Also, out of all social media platforms, Snapchat did not receive
the attention it deserves by researchers. This may be due to the complicated nature of the
platform. Unlike other social media platforms, Snapchat does not allow users to access
the entire profiles of other users or microcelebrities. This means that researchers cannot
access some basic information about microcelebrities like how many followers they have
or how often they post. In addition, all posts shared by Snapchat users disappear after 24
hours which means that no one can have access to microcelebrities’ posts 24 hours after
they are being posted. Therefore, in this paper, the author investigates the influence of
Snapchat’s microcelebrities endorsement of fundraising public relations campaigns for
non-profit organizations in Saudi Arabia.
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The reason why the researcher chose non-profit organization is because that the
nonprofit sectors did not receive the attention it deserves from researchers (Walker,
2005). Due to the lack of research, nonprofit scholars and researchers are witnessing a
noticeable gap in understanding the industry (Jaskyte, 2011). To be more specific, there is
still a degree of absence in studies investigating the effectiveness of celebrity
endorsement for the non-profit sectors (Salmones, Dominguez, & Herrero, 2013). In
addition, non-profit charitable institutions have to count more on individuals’ donations
rather than on governments for fundraising (Panic, Hudders, & Cauberghe, 2016).
Nonprofit organizations in Saudi Arabia are experiencing insufficient performance due to
the lack of funds (Alshammari, Rasli, Alnajem, & Arshad, 2014; Mohamed, 2018).
Therefore, investigating effective ways that may help increase their funds is much needed
during this time. This research investigates the influence of Snapchat microcelebrity
endorsement for nonprofit organizations’ PR campaigns through testing the selfdisclosure model, source attractiveness model, and congruence or fit model in relation to
individuals’ donation intentions and attitudes toward the endorsement.
Out of all celebrity endorsement’s factors, self-discloser, physical attractiveness
and congruence were chosen for this paper due to the fact that they perfectly fit Snapchat
environment. Snapchat is about daily posting. Therefore, self-disclosure can be
comfortably practiced through the platform. In addition, Snapchat is a visual presentation
platform that makes the physical attractiveness of the microcelebrity is noticeable.
Finally, congruence can be perceived based on the type of content that microcelebrities
share in the platform.

4

CHAPTER II – LITERATURE REVIEW
Snapchat Microcelebrity Endorsements in Saudi Arabia
Snapchat is a widely popular social media platform and a multimedia messaging
application that can be downloaded on smartphones, and it is used globally. It was
created by Bobby Murphy, Reggie Brown and Evan Spiegel, who are former students at
Stanford University, and was developed by Snap Inc. The story of the app started back in
2011 when Reggie Brown came up with idea of application through which people can
send photos that then immediately disappear (Edwards, 2017). The idea aims to keep the
senders in control of their content or images. Therefore, people may be encouraged to
send embarrassing pictures knowing that they are not going to be in the internet forever.
Brown and Spiegel immediately fall in love with the creative idea and started looking for
someone who is capable of designing, computerizing and coding the app. After
interviewing a few people, Brown and Spiegel hired Bobby Murphy, who majored in
computer science and math at Stanford University, to code the app and bring it into
existence.
All three parties worked on the app. Reggie Brown was the one who brought the
idea of a disappearing content application, and then teamed up with Evan Spiegel who
has business experience. Soon after that Bobby Murphy joined the team due to his
technology capability. The three senior students worked together closely for a few
months and came up with the application under the name Picaboo which was the very
first version of Snapchat back in July 2011(Edwards, 2017). In the beginning the app was
only applicable with Apple devices which carry IOS software. After launching the app,
Picaboo started receiving significant numbers of downloads, and it was a hit on iTunes.
5

Soon after that, the three Stanford students realized that their application is going to be
extremely successful.
After clearly seeing the successes indications, Murphy and Spiegel teamed up and
started secretly arguing about sending Brown out of business (Gallagher, 2013). At that
time Brown’s title was the chief marketing officer, however, they desired to replace him.
Reggie Brown overheard the secret conversation between his two friends and knew that
they were trying to exclude him from the business. Brown then took a possession of the
application’s patent documents and sued Murphy and Spiegel. In May 2012, Brown sent
an email to Spiegel showing his willingness to stop the litigation only if they were willing
to re-negotiate his part of the company (Gallagher, 2013). However, he did not receive a
positive response to his email. As result of the lawsuit, Bobby Murphy and Evan Spiegel
had to pay $158 million for his stake in Snap Inc (Edwards, 2017).
The app since then has gone through many updates, one of which is to rename it
Snapchat. Now, the app allows its users to communicate using Bitmoji, text, photo,
video, video calls, and voice call as individuals or groups. One of the major features of
the platform is that messages, pictures and videos shared between the app users disappear
immediately after the receiver views them. However, picture and videos shared on the
app’s stories are only available for a short time, 24 hours, before they disappear and
become inaccessible to the app’s users. In addition, the sender can control how long the
receiver can view the content on the app (up to 10 seconds). If the receiver takes a
screenshot of the received content (text, photo or video), the app will send a notification
to the sender.
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The application has been developed from focusing on person-to-person text and
photo sharing to currently featuring users’ stories. Snapchat stories are groups of publicfacing sequential snaps which are viewable for only one day. The idea behind this
concept is to show a day-in-life type of content. Spiegel said that our main goal is to
make communication fun again (Gallagher, 2013). This can be seen through all the
features that has been added to the application such as snapchat lenses.
Since Snapchat has become a trend for microcelebrity endorsements, Snap Inc
added tools to make the app convenient for those who try to endorse something. This was
done by providing an easy way that enables users to conveniently reach the endorsed
object. Microcelebrities or those who try to endorse things through Snapchat can link
their post with the page of the endorsed object. This gives the post viewers the option to
easily swipe up in order to access the endorsed product, website accounts, places and
more. Snapchat is also known for its augmented realty and virtual stickers that the app
users can post and share with their friends and followers. In addition, Snapchat also
provides a verity of stories based on location or event like Our Story, Campus Story and
4th of July story. The main source of the content on Snapchat is people’s interaction. In
addition, entities can also add a paid content to the app which usually appears in the
discover page.
Snapchat is categorized under the fastest-growing internet apps. The creative style
of communication has made the app attractive for smartphone users. In 2012, there has
been over one billion photos shared on Snapchat by the app’s users (Gallagher, 2013).
This was a huge number taking into consideration that the app was only available for
smartphones with IOS software. During the year of 2012, Snapchat was ranked as the
7

third on the free apps’ category. The increasing number of its users is beyond insanity.
Spiegel said that Snapchat users share about 20 million posts or snaps every day
(Gallagher, 2013). Due to the significant increasing in Snapchat daily users’ number,
someone may argue that the application has mad of texting attractive and entertaining.
The application processes up to 231 posts per second. Sex years after Snapchat was
launched, the company was valued at $25 billion (Edwards, 2017). As of 2017, the
number of Snapchat’s daily users has reached 160 million (Dotan & Efrati, 2017). As of
September 2019, Snapchat had about 210 million users who are active in daily bases
(Clement, 2019). Snapchat app is the only product of Snap Inc in addition to smart
sunglasses with a built-in camera which applicable with the app. The smart sunglasses
allow users to take pictures and record videos.
In Saudi Arabia, social media users found Snapchat to be an attractive
environment for texting and communicating with friends. As mentioned, Snapchat is the
second most used messenger app in Saudi Arabia after WhatsApp (GMI, 2019). Saudi
Arabia is ranked as one of the countries that have the biggest snapchat users worldwide.
Prince Al-waleed Talal, who is a globally famous businessman, owns 2.3% stake in
Snapchat due to his $250 million investment in Snap Inc (Constine, 2018). As of October
2019, Saudi Arabia had the fifth-biggest Snapchat user base in the world (Statista, 2019).
According to Snapchat, the number of daily active users of the app in Saudi Arabia has
reached 9 million (Saudigazette, 2018). The heavy usage of the app has created an
inviting environment for microcelebrities. Their ability to reach significant numbers of
people has become easier than ever before. In addition, the endorsement tools that the app
provide have made Snapchat’ microcelebrities endorsement is an essential part of their
8

daily snaps. Many companies, governmental institution, profit and non-profit institutions
have cooperated with some Snapchats microcelebrities in order to endorse their products,
raise money or increase their visibility.
Nonprofit Organizations in Saudi Arabia
The term nonprofit organizations or non-business entity refers to organizations
dedicated to support or stand by a specific social case or advocate for a shared
perspective. In other words, it refers to organizations that utilize their surplus of the
income to achieve their objectives rather than handing it out to the organizations’ leaders,
members and shareholders. This means these organizations are not focusing in making
financial benefit rather than helping the community where they operate. Therefore, these
organizations operate in a different strategy due to their intended objectives. Unlike profit
organizations, nonprofit organizations usually aim to benefit individuals, communities or
countries. Therefore, nonprofit organizations may be seen or perceived differently by the
public. Nonprofit organizations have different names in different places like civil society
organization, nongovernment organizations, charity organizations philanthropic
organizations, third sector organizations, social economy organizations and voluntary
organizations. However, they all share some common characteristic such as accepting
volunteer work in their organizations, trying to enhance the quality of targeted public life
and highlighting social issues.
Trustworthiness, openness, honesty and accountability are some of the main key
aspects of these types of organizations due to their nature and position in communities.
Nonprofit organizations usually open their doors for anyone who is willing to invest
money, faith and time into the organizations. Therefore, it is not surprising to see many
9

volunteers in these organizations. In fact, some nonprofit organizations are fully operated
by volunteers and do not have paid staff. Based on the National Council of Nonprofits,
28.8 % of Americans have volunteered in 2005 (NCN, 2019). In 2006, the number of
volunteers in Australia reached 5.2 million volunteers (Williams & Brunner, 2010).
Volunteering is not only limited to individuals. Volunteers may be institutions or entities.
Some nonprofit organizations heavily rely on volunteers to keep their organizations
running like some religious related organizations. In some countries, volunteers may
receive social or financial benefit. In the United States, for example, volunteering for the
nonprofit sector may positively impact tax refund. Nonprofit charitable organizations are
responsible to the founders, donors, volunteers and the community where they operate.
Financial charity is essential for nonprofit charitable organizations. Most of these
organizations heavily rely on individuals’ donations. As the number of these
organizations has increased, the charity fundraising market between these organizations
has become extremely intense (Bennett & Savani, 2011). Therefore, people often find
themselves exposed to different types of messages coming from nonprofit charitable
organizations which often aim to convince and attract donors. The overwhelming number
of messages that these organizations often send to the public has raised the bar and makes
it essential to be creative when creating these messages in order to grab people’s
attention. They need to make their messages stand out by employing innovative
communication strategies and reach their targeted audiences by utilizing the appropriate
communication channels.
Saudi Arabia is not one of the countries that have a significant number of
nonprofit organizations. There is as little as one nonprofit organization for every 43,000
10

citizens in Saudi Aribia (Mohamed, 2018). However, due to the positive impact that some
of these organizations bring about in the Saudi community, Saudi Arabia is tending to
increase the number of these organizations (Altuwaijri, 2017). In 2001, there was only
115 nonprofit organizations in Saudi Arabia; however, as of 2018, Saudi Arabia was a
home of 2598 nonprofit organizations (Almowaten, 2018). The nonprofit organizations
industry is the fastest-growing industry in Saudi Arabia with an estimated growth rate of
10% annually (Almowaten, 2018). Some of these organizations play an important role in
enhancing the Saudi community by positively contributing to its health, social and
financial issues. Therefore, Saudi Arabia is tending to empower and support the nonprofit
sectors in order to increase the number of these organizations (Almowaten, 2018). The
government support can be translated into easing the process of initiating a nonprofit
organization. Nowadays, the procedure of starting a nonprofit organization is easier than
ever before, and things like getting a permit for a nonprofit organization has become
convenient for both individuals and entities.
One of the things that show how Saudi Arabia is tending to empower the
nonprofit sector is 2030 Vision. The Saudi 2030 Vision which was first announced in
2016 carries few objectives including increase philanthropic, volunteer and chartable
activity in the country. The 2030 Vision pays particular attention to things like instilling a
volunteerism culture among the Saudis, increasing the nonprofit sector contributions in
the country, strengthen their positive social impact and enabling them to transform into
sustainable organizations via supporting their programs aiming to make positive social
impact (Mohamed, 2018). The vision also aims to build bridges and cooperation between
nonprofit organizations and governmental institutions. This should empower the
11

nonprofit sectors and increase the visibility of their programs and strengthen their
connection with the needed parties.
There is no doubt that increasing the number of the nonprofit sectors is
significantly important. However, increasing the effectiveness of existing nonprofit
organizations might be even more important. Having plenty of nonprofit organizations
that inefficiently operate may not bring about positive changes in communities. In fact, it
may negatively influence people’s perspective towards this type of organization. As a
result of this, the amount of donations that these organizations usually receive from
individuals may gradually decrease due to the negative image that these organizations
have created. Effectively operating the nonprofit sector may increase the positive
outcome of these organizations. Unfortunately, there has been a noticeable insufficient
performance in the nonprofit sectores in Saudi Arabia (Alshammari, Rasli, Alnajem, &
Arshad, 2014; Mohamed, 2018).
Not having enough financial resources may be one of the main reasons beyond
the insufficient performance in the Saudi nonprofit sectors. As mentioned, many of the
nonprofit organizations depend on external financial sources like individuals’ donations.
Most of these organizations need enough funding in order to cover the expenses related to
their programs and contributions in the society. Not havening enough money may distract
the management of these organizations from focusing on their programs (Alshammari,
Rasli, Alnajem, & Arshad, 2014). Therefore, increasing the financial fund of existing
nonprofit organizations in Saudi Arabia may contribute in enhancing their management
performance. Consequently, these organizations may be able to enhance their image and
change the Saudis’ perspective towards them.
12

In a study titled “Non-profit Organizations in Saudi Arabia: Reforming to
Achieve the Kingdom Vision-2030 Goals,” the author was trying to investigate the
performance of the nonprofit organization in Saudi Arabia (Mohamed, 2018). The study
was conducted using both secondary and primary resources. For the primary data, a
number of 100 questionnaires were distributed to the management staff of top ten
nonprofit organizations in Saudi Arabia. The author was able to collect a number of 77
complete response. The main findings of the study show that there is a noticeable poor
management performance in the selected nonprofit organizations. The findings also show
that a lack of funding is one of the main reasons beyond the insufficient performance that
these organizations is experiencing. The desperate need of money has made nonprofit
organizations in Saudi focus on collecting charities rather than focusing on their
programs. The author argues that there is a strong relationship between nonprofit
organizations’ financial states and their performance and increasing the fund of these
organizations will positively reflect on their performance. Therefore, increasing the
financial resources of the nonprofit sectors in Saudi Arabia is an important requirement in
order to improve their performance.
Some may argue that countries’ financial status and the quality of life of their
individuals have a huge impact on their donation intention. While this may be true for
some countries, it does not apply to Saudi Arabia. Saudi Arabia is globally known for its
humanitarian donations. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is considered among the largesthumanitarian-donor countries worldwide (Matic & AlFaisal, 2012; Altuwaijri, 2017). The
Saudi annual philanthropy is ranked as one of the highest in the world based on its GDP
which ranges between 1.5% to 2.0 % compared to 0.5% to 1% in other leading donor
13

countries (Al Yahya & Fustier, 2011; Matic & AlFaisal, 2012; Altuwaijri, 2017). The
Kingdom also plays an important role in enhancing the regional charitable landscape
(Farouky, 2016). This indicates that Saudi Arabia as a government and individuals are
highly motivated to make financial donations for nonprofit organizations around the
world. However, local nonprofit charitable organizations are facing difficulties while
trying to attract those donors. In other words, the nonprofit charitable organizations in
Saudi Arabia are operating in an appropriate supportive environment, however, they need
to attract individuals’ attention in order to increase their funding.
The religion of Islam may carry an answer to the question such way Saudis are
motivated to participate in philanthropic efforts. Islam came to draw a guideline that
structures all aspects of humans’ life. Therefore, the economic system is given the
attention it deserves since it is an important aspect influencing how cultures are
structured. Islam asks and motivates people to help and support poor individuals
(Kochuyt, 2009). It encourages people to give charities to those who in need for money.
Since charity is important in Islam, it is had been mentioned many times in Qur’an,
which contains words of God and the only book for Muslims, one of which is “Worship
none except God (only), and be good to parents and to kindred and to orphans and the
needy, and speak kindly to people; and establish worship and pay the poor-due” (Qur’an
2: 83, Pickthall English translation). Islam advocates that people should be nice and help
each other. Therefore, Muslims often try to help those who suffer or in need of money.
“The volume of Islamic charity globally has been estimated to be at least 15 times that of
total worldwide humanitarian aid” (Borchgrevink & Erdal, 2017 p. 214). This may
explain why Muslims are motivated to participate in charities. Even though the Saudis are
14

motivated to make donations, local nonprofit originations are facing difficulties to attract
those donors. Charity in Islam can be given to both Muslims and non-Muslims.
Therefore, many Saudi financial donations are sent oversees where non-profit
organizations are able to professionally reach and convince the Saudi donors.
In a study titled “Nonprofit Organizations in Saudi Arabia: An Analysis of Impact
Assessment Tools,” the author was trying to create an instrument that helps measuring
the impact assessment of the nonprofit organizations in Saudi Arabia (Altuwaijri, 2017).
Following a qualitative approach, the author interviewed three senior directors who were
working for nonprofit organizations in Saudi Arabia in order to increase the value of the
study. The study claims that “The financial constraints that the managers of the
organization face, forces them to brainstorm regularly on the practical ways in which they
can find donors and sponsors and increase the numbers in their organization, since most
of the services are offered by volunteers” (Altuwaijri, 2017 p. 5). Therefore, nonprofit
charitable organizations need to seek creative communication strategies and methods in
order to increase their funding, raise visibility and attract individuals or donors. In order
to reach and attract these individuals where they are at, the communication strategies and
tactics need to be organized through most commonly used social media platforms in
Saudi Arabia. This can be achieved through many ways one of which is conducting
public relations fundraising campaigns through popular social media platforms like
Snapchat.
Public Relations of Nonprofit Organizations
Public relations campaigns are one of the most recognized functions of public
relations practice. Public relations practitioners are usually in charge of managing the
15

communication processes between an organization and its other parties on which the
organization’s interest depends. This means that PR practitioners should have a control
over the communication channels through which the organization communicates with its
internal and external publics. Therefore, PR practitioners often follow different strategies
and techniques that enable them to bring about effective communication that aim to
accomplish the objectives of the organization in which they operate. One of these
common PR strategies is conducting a public relations campaign.
Public relations campaigns are best defined as “a planned set of communication
activities, each with a specific defined purpose, continued over a set period of time and
intended to meet communication goals and objectives relating to a nominated issue: for
example, a campaign to increase industrial safety” (Harrison, 2011, p. 324). This means
that PR campaigns are often conducted in order to reach one or more organizations
objectives (Dove, 1988). Fundraising is one of the main objectives for which nonprofit
charitable organizations frequently launch PR campaigns.
The continuous need for charities is one of the main motivations that keeps
encouraging non-profit organizations to initiate new public relations campaigns. Nonprofit charitable organizations do not only need to attract new supporters or first-time
donors, but also reactivate and encourage lapsed donors who discontinue their
contributions. There are many strategies that non-profit organizations often follow in
order to increase their funds. Some of which are sending gifts, trophies and letters for
those who have supported the organizations. As mentioned, initiating a public relations
campaign is also a common technique that these organizations often do (Bennett &
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Savani, 2011). Therefore, people often see PR campaigns that advocate for donating to
some charitable non-profit organizations.
The considerable amount of PR campaigns conducted by nonprofit organizations
indicates the significance of these campaigns. Large nonprofit charitable organizations
launch up to six PR campaigns a year in order to attract new donors or encourage current
supporters to continue their support (Bennett & Savani, 2011). Poorly managing these
campaigns may not only cost the organizations time and money, but also bring about
negative consequences to the organization. One of the negative outcomes of poor PR
campaigns that nonprofit charitable organizations often try to avoid is a decrease in trust
level between the organizations and the community where they operate. This may result
in a lack or decrease in the amount of funds that these organizations usually receive from
individual’s charities. Therefore, it is important for the nonprofit sector to understand
how to professionally manage these campaigns in order to maximize their benefit.
In Saudi Arabia, nonprofit charitable organizations receive their financial support
from corporations, government and individuals in order to enable them to play a positive
active role in serving the Saudi community. However, individuals’ donations represent
the greatest part of their funds. The contributions that these organizations usually receive
from individuals is more than what they receive from the government and corporations
(Mohamed, 2018). Therefore, when conducting a PR campaign that aim to increase the
funds, Saudi nonprofit organizations should target individuals more than any other
financial resource.
Having a creative idea that may attract the public or choosing the appropriate time
may be the starting point for a creative PR campaign (Bennett & Savani, 2011). A
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creative PR campaign should contribute in differentiating the campaign from other
organizational campaigns. “The preface, the successful design and implementation of
public relations campaigns require creativity, flexibility and strong organizational skills”
(Sheehan, 2009, p. 2). Therefore, nonprofit charitable organizations need to continually
look for new creative strategies and methods in order to differentiate their PR campaigns
and to make them influential. Innovative and creative new ideas for PR fundraising
campaigns may involve activities, advertisements, events, sponsorships and engage
trusted highly credible sources like celebrities to endorse the campaign (Andrews &
Smith, 1996).
Source Credibility and Celebrities
Source credibility often refers to the positive characteristics that the
communicator has. These positive characteristics impact how the receiver accepts the
message. Since the communicator is an important part of the communication process, the
communicator’s characteristics are an important factor influencing the effectiveness of
the process. The image that the audience develops of the communicator carries a huge
impact on how the messages is perceived. Messages coming from credible sources may
bring about an influence more than messages coming from source with low credibility.
Therefore, utilizing credible sources when delivering messages to the public may increase
the positive outcome of the communication process.
In the marketing context, a massive amount of research has been conducted in
order to explore the impact of source credibility on the effectiveness of promotional
messages. Persuasion is an essential factor in most communication processes, especially
advertising. Therefore, source credibility was given the importance it deserves by
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advertising researchers. Many scholars have claimed that source credibility plays a
significant role in the persuasion process. Studies have found that when the
advertisements present a credible source, consumers have a less negative attitude towards
the ad when compared to advertisements presenting a less credible source (Gotlieb &
Sarel, 1991; Sparkman & Locander, 1980; Mizerski, Golden, & Kernan, 1979). Utilizing
credible sources may enhance the perceived image of the product. Featuring highly
credible resources in advertisements creates a positive perception of the product (Harmon
& Coney, 1982). Therefore, featuring a credible source in advertisement is one the
common techniques that profit companies often utilize.
In general, communication scholars and practitioners have found that people’s
attitude towards the communicator influences their acceptance of the received message.
In a study that was conducted in order to explore the impact of people’s attitudes towards
communicators on message acceptance, Hovland and Weiss found that people tend to
have higher agreement to messages coming from “high prestige” sources (1951, p. 635).
In a study titled “The Persuasive Effect of Source Credibility: Tests of Cognitive
Response,” the authors aimed to test the effectiveness of source credibility on recipients’
acceptance of the received message. After conducting an experimental study on 56
undergraduate students, they found that those who received their messages from source
with high credibility perceived the source to be considerably more knowledgeable and
trustworthy than did those who got their messages from sources with low credibility
(Sternthal, Dholakia, & Leavitt, 1978). The image that the recipients have associated the
source with impact how its messages are perceived. McGinnies and Ward argued that
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communicators who are perceived as highly credible are more influential than those who
are perceived less credible (1980).
Some scholars have associated the influence of source credibility with other
factors like the relationship between the communicator and the audience or the strength
of the message’s argument. In a study titled “When credibility attacks: The reverse
impact of source credibility on persuasion,” the authors conducted two experiments in
order to explore the influence of high verses low credible sources (Tormala, Brinol, &
Petty, 2006). The main findings of the research claim that credible sources can lead to
favorable attitude only when they are conveying messages containing strong arguments.
Another study titled “The Persuasive Effects of Source Credibility in Buy and Lease
Situations,” in which the authors were testing the effectiveness of source credibility
(Harmon & Coney, 1982). After conducting an experiment on 200 businessmen, the
authors found that highly credible sources are more effective than less credible sources
when the communication recommends buying a product. When the communication
recommends leasing a product, less credible sources are found to be more effective.
However, the sources of information utilized for both studies were entities like a
newspaper or a federal agency. Therefore, the way people perceive messages may differ
when the source is a person.
Many resent studies have investigated the relationship between source credibility,
when the source is a person, and the effectiveness of the conveyed message. In a resent
study, titled “Why? Because I Like You: Effects of Familiarity on Perceptions of Media
Trustworthiness,” the author was trying to investigate familiarly in relation to credibility
and trustworthiness (Dunn, 2019). The findings of the study claim that high level of
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familiarly and parasocial relationship generate a high assessment of the credibility of the
source, positive evaluation of the message and increased persuasion likelihood. This may
explain why many organizations nowadays rely on well-known individuals like
microcelebrities to convey their promotional messages to their targeted audience.
Celebrity endorsement is not a new strategy of organizational communication.
Marketers have been utilizing celebrities to endorse their ideas or products since the
beginning of the industry. In fact, out of all types of endorsement, celebrity endorsement
is the most commonly used advertising strategy by profit organizations (Wang, Cheng, &
Chu, 2013). These companies are trying to take advantage of the significant influence
that celebrities have. Celebrities’ fame may positivity reflect on the influence of the
messages they deliver. Due to its notable consequences, celebrity endorsement as a
communication strategy is an attractive research subject. The amount of research
investigating this interesting phenomenon is continuously increasing (Gaied & Rached,
2017).
In modern culture, celebrities play a major role in influencing and controlling
public opinion. They serve as arbiters of style, taste and public opinion. In a recent survey
of college students, Jackson & Darrow found that celebrities influence college students’
political opinion (2005). Not only do they influence politics, celebrities also influence
people's opinion about certain products. In a study titled “An examination of the celebrity
endorsements and online customer reviews influence female consumers’ shopping
behavior,” the researchers found that online customers have positive opinions about
products that have been endorsed by celebrities (Wei & Lu, 2013).
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Extensive research has explored the reason why people like, follow and trust
celebrities. A study titled “Human Brands: Investigating Antecedents to Consumers’
Strong Attachments to Celebrities” sought to understand why people have strong
attachments to celebrities. The result of the study showed that when a celebrity “enhances
a person's feelings of autonomy and relatedness and does not suppress feelings of
competence, the person is likely to become more strongly attached to it” (Thomson,
2006, p. 104). This feeling of attachment produces committed relationships, satisfaction
and trust. The findings of the Thomson study also suggest that companies can benefit
from celebrities' endorsements if they utilize them effectively (Thomson, 2006).
Therefore, it may be crucial for those who are in charge of delivering messages to the
public like PR or marketing practitioners to know the elements influencing the
effectiveness of celebrity endorsement before utilizing it as a communication strategy.
Celebrity and Microcelebrity Endorsements
The word celebrity refers to “an individual who is known to the public (i.e., actor,
sports figure, entertainer, etc.) for his or her achievements in areas other than that of the
product class endorsed” (Friedman and Friedman 1979, p. 63). Celebrity endorsement is
utilizing a public figure or their likeness as a part of the marketing strategy. Companies
and institutions have used celebrities as a part of their public relations campaigns or to
advertise their products. A lot of researchers have tried to define celebrity endorsement
one of which is McCracken, “the celebrity endorser is defined as any individual who
enjoys public recognition and who uses this recognition on behalf of a consumer good by
appearing with it in an advertisement” (McCracken, 1989, p. 310). Therefore, when
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companies are utilizing celebrities to endorse their ideas or products, they believe that
celebrities’ fame may influence the way the message will be perceived by the public.
Using celebrities to endorse a product, campaign or idea is not a modern
phenomenon. In the seventies, it was hard for companies to find a celebrity to endorse
their products because celebrities were afraid that endorsements would negatively affect
their prestige (Kaikati, 1987). However, celebrity endorsement has become a common
marketing strategy in the nineteenth century (Erdogan, 1999). One of the earliest
institutions that utilized celebrities to endorse its product was Cadbury's Cocoa (Shennan,
1985). Nowadays, most of the brands in the world are associated with one celebrity or
more like: Chevrolet with Ian Somerholder, Taco Bell with Shaun McBride, Calvin Klein
with Justin Bieber, Red Bull with Felix Baumgartner, Samsung with Ellen Degeneres and
more. Block and Atkin (1983) found that utilizing celebrities to endorse some brands may
be more effective than using non-celebrity endorsers. There are several brands that
commonly launch their products through celebrity endorsements, like Chanel`s perfumes.
Celebrity endorsement is a prevailing technique of public relations and
advertising in today's society. Public relations practitioners, marketers or those who are
trying to deliver messages to the public in order to bring about influence started utilizing
celebrities since the 1800s. Therefore, celebrity endorsement is not a new strategy.
However, it has become a widespread feature of modern marketing in today’s society
(McCracken, 1989). Companies and institutions sometimes utilize celebrities for public
relations purposes like to enhance their image or marketing purposes like to launch a new
product. Pepsi, for example, has utilized stars such as the Spice Girls, Madonna and
Michael Jackson to advertise their products (Erdogan, 1999). Pepsi also have utilized
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celebrities to enhance its image in many ways like its recent ads with Kendall Jenner
which was supposed to be seen as a contribution to the fight against racism and
discrimination issues.
Some celebrities have several contracts with different companies. Michael Jordan
has appeared in many commercials like McDonald`s, Oakley, Coke, Hanes, Wheaties and
Gatorade (Erdogan, Baker, & Tagg, 2001). Some scholars think that using celebrity
endorsement is an effective advertising strategy. The fastest growing product of all Nestle
products is Nespresso (Smale, 2009), partly because of utilizing George Clooney
effectively in the product's advertisements. Celebrity endorsement has become a common
technique of advertising to several categories of products like makeup, perfume and food.
Celebrity endorsement is also heavily used for enhancing institutions’ images or
increasing the visibility of the corporate social responsibility efforts that profit and nonprofit organization often do.
In traditional media, celebrity endorsement has been a popular strategy for
advertising in several platforms like TV, radio and newspaper (Um, 2016). A
considerable number of TV commercials feature celebrities as the main characters in
order to attract their targeted audience. Lee and Um found out that 25 % of TV
commercials follow the strategy of celebrity endorsement (2014). This may give us a
glance of how much celebrity endorsement is used in traditional media platforms. Due to
the positive outcome that celebrity endorsement often brings about, it has been known to
be significantly effective advertising tool in traditional media platforms (Choi, Lee, &
Kim, 2005).
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In social media, microcelebrity endorsements may be more influential comparing
to traditional media. Since microcelebrities can have their own platforms through which
they can directly convey messages to the public, they may be powerful communicational
tools. Research has found that microcelebrity endorsement through social media is an
effective strategy of communication (Lee & Um, 2014). The fact that people are tending
to use social media more than any other platform makes social media an appropriate
environment for celebrity endorsement.
Some researchers think that public relations and marketing practitioners should
choose a celebrity who fit their idea, event or product. Other contend that using the
appropriate strategy of celebrity endorsement is more important than choosing the right
celebrity. However, many believe that celebrities may fit any product as long as they are
widely famous. “When a celebrity is widely appreciated, people who like him/her are
more likely to find her/him congruent with any brand” (Fleck & Korchia & Le Roy, 2012
p. 658). This may mean that if a widely appreciated celebrity who is not in shape and
does not have a healthy lifestyle indorses workout related products, people may find the
message to be attractive and be positively influenced to buy the product; regardless the
fact that the celebrity obviously is not using the product. Therefore, the more fans a
celebrity has, the more he or she is influential. The development of communication
technology and social media platforms have contributed in making microcelebrities
widely appreciated.
One of the main reasons that makes microcelebrities influential in social media is
because of their ability to reach an enormous number of people in a short time. Fans
always follow and share their favorite microcelebrity’ news and pictures. With the
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development of social media, fans do not have to spend much effort staying abreast with
their favorite microcelebrity. Fans can easily subscribe or follow their microcelebrity on
Snapchat, Twitter, YouTube and Instagram. Due to the convenience of social media use,
it is not surprising that microcelebrities have millions and millions of followers on social
media platforms. Many microcelebrities have massive numbers of followers on their
social media accounts. Thinian Khaled, as an example, has 3.4 million subscribers on his
official YouTube channel. Therefore, public relations and marketing practitioners should
find the appropriate way to reach and influence these followers and subscribers.
It is not surprising to see social media taking over. The convenient use and the
enormous amount of entertaining content that social media provides have attracted people
to social media platforms. Many people access some social media platforms like
YouTube, Twitter and Snapchat on a daily basis. It may be better for those who try to
deliver messages to the public to meet their audience where they are at. Social media
platforms have more people than any other platform. Research has found that social
media can be an effective advertising tool (Um, 2016). One single microcelebrity like
Thinian Khaled may be able to reach many people comparing to a TV channel.
Microcelebrities’ official accounts on social media may operate as a very popular
platform capable of reaching massive audience. Therefore, utilizing celebrity
endorsement as advertising strategy through social media is effective (Um, 2016).
Celebrity endorsement as an advertising technique on traditional media platforms
has been extensively studied; however, there is still a lack of studies in the context of
social media platforms like Twitter and Snapchat (Um, 2016). The fact that people are
tending to use social media more than transitional media platforms makes celebrity
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endorsement on social media worth investigating. In addition, the nature of social media
platforms is different than traditional media. Unlike traditional media, in social media,
people have control over what to be exposed to and have the ability to interact with the
source. Therefore, celebrity endorsement may operate differently on social media
compared to traditional media platforms.
There are different strategies for utilizing celebrity endorsement. Marketers
usually get creative while using celebrity endorsements in order to either maintain their
consumers or attract new consumers. One celebrity endorsement technique is utilizing
multiple celebrities to endorse a product. Hsu and McDonald (2002) did a content
analysis of 50 "milk mustache" ads to examine the advantages and disadvantages of using
multiple celebrity endorsements. The result indicated that the milk mustache ads match
the celebrities' gender and age. The main finding of the article is that fit between the
product and the celebrities used to advertise is an important factor for using multiple
celebrities’ endorsement in advertising (Hsu & McDonald, 2002).
Other scholars claim that choosing the perfect celebrity to endorse a product is a
major key to influence costumers. Choosing the right celebrity may have an impact on
the effectiveness of the message. Some researchers have found that there should be a
congruent relationship between the chosen celebrity and the brand. Furthermore, a
harmony between chosen celebrity and the brand is also an important aspect of celebrity's
likeability. “Moreover, congruency between brand and celebrity as well as celebrity
likability have an impact on the predisposition toward the ad, which in turn influences
brand beliefs and purchase intention.” (Fleck & Korchia & Le Roy, 2012 p. 651).
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Another celebrity endorsement technique is the two-sided message or two-sided
endorsement. In one-sided endorsement, the celebrity or the communicator only include a
positive description of the endorsed product. However, in two-sided endorsement, the
endorser would include a discussion about the limitation of the product. This may give
the endorser a high level of credibility. Consequently, consumers may trust the endorser
or the celebrity and find the message more effective. The findings of a study titled “Two
Sided Versus One Sided Celebrity Endorsements: The Impact on Advertising
Effectiveness and Credibility” showed that two-sided endorsement enhances the
credibility and the effectiveness of the message (Kamins & Brand & Hoeke & Moe,
1989).
A massive amount of research has been conducted in order to find out the most
appropriate way of utilizing celebrity endorsement strategy. As mentioned, celebrity
endorsement is an influential strategy that impacts the audience’s decision-making
process (Gaied & Rached, 2017). However, the effectiveness of these endorsements
varies based on external and internal factors. Therefore, it is important for PR and
marketing practitioners to understand the factors influencing the effectiveness of celebrity
endorsement. Choosing the appropriate celebrity for endorsement has been a
controversial subject. Some scholars have focused on the congruence between the
endorser and the product (Kamins, 1990; Friedman & Friedman, 1979; Kamins & Gupta,
1994). Some scholars have focused on the attractiveness of the endorser (Ohanian, 1990;
Kahle & Homer, 1985; Till & Busler, 2000). Other scholars have focused on the
endorser’s characteristics that influence the relationship between the endorser and his
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audiences like self-disclosure (Cozby, 1973; Petronio, 2002; Kim & Dindia, 2011;
Catona & Greene, 2015; Gibbs, Ellison, & Heino, 2006).
Self-Disclosure and Attitude Towards the Endorsement and Donations Intentions
Self-disclosure may be one of the reasons why people become attached to
celebrities. This attachment may produce trust between the celebrity and his or her fans.
Self-disclosure may enhance the relationship between celebrities and their fans. As a
result of this, celebrities who practice self-disclosure, may be perceived in a different way
comparing to those with low self-disclosure (Kim & Dindia, 2011). Therefore, selfdisclosure is one of the factors that may impact the parasocial relationship.
Self-disclosure can be best defined as “any message about the self that an
individual communicates to another” (Gibbs, Ellison, & Heino, 2006, p. 155). It is “what
individuals verbally reveal about themselves to others, including thoughts, feelings and
experiences (Derlega, Metts, Petronio, & Margulis, 1993). In another word, it is a
communication process through which an individual reveals information about himself to
the other party. This communication process may contain descriptive and/or evaluative
information related to the communicator. It may include feelings, goals, thoughts,
aspirations, successes, failures, dreams and fears. It may also describe what the
communicator prefers, likes and dislike. Therefore, when someone shares private
information about himself with an individual or group, he is practicing self-disclosure.
Private or secret information is information that may be self-disclosed when shared with
others.
Self-disclosure is an important aspect of both interpersonal and mass
communication process. It is one of the communication aspects that have received a
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considerable attention by researchers over the past 50 years (Cozby, 1973; Petronio,
2002; Kim & Dindia, 2011; Catona & Greene, 2015). The impact that self-disclosure has
over people’s interaction, makes it worth investigating. Many studies have found
relationship between self-disclosure and relationship development. Self-disclosure is an
important factor that plays a major part in developing relationships (Altman & Taylor,
1973; Derlaga & Berg, 1987). No matter what communication channel people use to
communicate with each other, self-disclosure remains to be an influential factor of the
communication process. The perceived volume of self-disclosure during communication
may carry an influence on relationship maintenance and dissolution (Derlega et al.,
1993). On the other hand, nondisclosure may introduce the opposite of disclosure which
can be understood as the commitment “to preserve a more tightly controlled privacy
boundary” (Greene, Derlega, Yep, & Petronio, 2003, p. 55). Therefore, sharing private
information during a communication may be understood as a commitment to limit or
decrease boundary between the disclosure and the recipient.
Even though self-disclosure is often studied or investigated as verbal activity, it
may also be any non-verbal communication aiming to deliver private information the
disclosure wants the recipient to know (Catona, & Greene, 2015). Nonverbal selfdisclosure may be expressed though body language, facial expressions, the clothes that
the communicator wears or any visible objects that the disclosure has like wearing a cross
signifying religion or a ring signifying relationship. Communicating through social media
platforms that is capable of conveying both voice, picture and video like Snapchat, the
communicator can practice self-disclosure utilizing both verbal and nonverbal
communication.
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The breadth and depth of shared topics are two factors that may highlight the
volume of self-disclosure (Altman & Taylor, 1973; Derlega et al., 1993; Petronio, 2002).
However, they may vary based on the recipient culture, characteristic, experience,
circumstance and the nature of relation. What is considered deep or private information in
a culture or a country may not be seen as deep information in different cultures. People
characteristics also influence the perceived depth of the received information. In addition,
the capability of the communication channel used to convey the information may also
influence the perceived depth and breadth of information exchanged. In Twitter, for
example, the length of users’ posts is limited. Since users are only allowed to utilize 280
characters in their tweets, they tend to shorten their posts. Therefore, posting deep private
information through a social media platform like Twitter may be seen as unnatural.
Another factor that may influence the perceived depth and breadth of information is the
characteristic of the platform used for communication. Some social media platforms are
not appropriate for self-disclosure. LinkedIn, for example, is often used for formal
communication. Therefore, sharing private information through LinkedIn may not be
perceived positively. Snapchat, on the other hand, is significantly appropriate for selfdisclosure because of its characteristics and the way people communicate through it.
Self-disclosure in communication may result in the increase of the level of
satisfaction towards the relation. People have reported an increase in level of satisfaction
due to experiencing self-disclosure (Meeks, Hendrick, & Hendrick, 1998; Sprecher &
Hendrick, 2004; Catona, & Greene, 2015). The perceived volume of self-disclosure may
have a considerable impact on peoples’ relationships. Theories like social penetration
theory and social exchange theories claim that superficial self-disclosure may carry a
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significant impact on relationships (Altman & Taylor, 1973; Homans, 1958). In addition,
studies have found that self-disclosure may positively influence social support. Many
scholars argue that self-disclosure increases social support (Foynes & Freyd, 2013;
Derlega et al., 1993; Rains, Brunner, & Oman, 2016). Another outcome of self-disclosure
is the recipient’s liking. Self-disclosure my increase the level of liking towards the
source. Collins and Miller conducted an analysis of 50 studies and found out that there is
a link between perceived self-disclosure and the level of liking (1994). Those who deliver
a greater amount of self-disclosure were more likely to be liked by the recipients. To sum
up, self-disclosure may carry a significant impact on social support, satisfaction and
liking towards the disclosure.
Some argue that in order to practice self-disclosure, microcelebrities have to share
extremally private information. While this may be true in some cases like marital
relationship, self-disclosure via social media can also be practiced by sharing any
relevant information like events in microcelebrities’ everyday live. Sharing day-to-day
type of content also may represent superficial self-disclosure (Rains, Brunner, & Oman,
2016). Microcelebrities vary in the amount of personal information they share with the
public. Besides, the depth of the shared information differs from one another. Therefore,
self-disclosure is an important factor influencing the relation between microcelebrities
and their fans. Keeping the followers continually updated, microcelebrities may increase
the volume of their self-disclosure.
In marketing, scholars have found that the volume of celebrities’ self-disclosure
may increase the effectiveness of utilizing them to convey promotional messages (Chung
& Cho, 2014). Due to the positive outcome that self-disclosure may bring about to the
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relationship between celebrities and their fans, celebrities’ messages may be perceived
positively. This may enable marketers to accomplish the objectives intended from the
communication process. A result of an online survey of 320 college students showed that
because of self-disclosure, social identity and the need for affiliation, people may develop
purchase intention toward products that had been endorsed by celebrities (Um, 2016).
Fans or followers develop what communication scholars call parasocial
relationships with their celebrities. Self-disclosure is one of the factors that may influence
the bond of this relationship. In a study titled “Parasocial Relationship via Reality TV and
Social Media: Its Implications for Celebrity Endorsement,” the author was trying to
explore the parasocial relationship between celebrities and their fans. Through utilizing
online survey, the author was able to collect a number of 401 completed responses. The
main findings of the study claim that self-disclosure carries positive impact on the
parasocial relationships between fans and their celebrities. The findings also show that
when utilizing celebrity endorsement for promotional content, self-disclosure enhances
the effectiveness of endorsement, increases purchase intention and enhances brand
credibility. Another interesting finding is that “Self-disclosure played an important role in
forming parasocial relationships and in mediating the effectiveness of celebrity
endorsement” (Chung, & Cho, 2014, p. 47). Therefore, when employing celebrity
endorsement, it is important for PR and marketing practitioners to understand the
influence that self-disclosure may create on the effectiveness of the endorsement in order
to be able to choose the appropriate celebrity and maximize the benefit of the
endorsement.
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Congruence and Attitude Towards the Endorsement and Donation Intentions
The congruity between the endorser and the indorsed brand, product, idea or
behavior is an important factor that may influence the outcome of the celebrity
endorsement strategy. Misra and Beatty argue that the congruence of the endorser reveals
when the endorser’s highly relevant characteristics are consistent with the endorsed
brands or products’ highly relevant attributes (1990). The perceived image of the product
or the brand should match the characteristics of the endorser. Source congruity defined as
“the harmony degree between the accessible associations of an endorser and the attributes
associated with the brand and / or endorsed product” (Gaied & Rached, 2017, p. 28). In
another word, source congruity can be defined as the degree of congruence between the
endorsed product’s attributes or image and the endorser’s characteristics or perceived
image.
Multiple terms have been used to refer to endorser congruity. Some scholars like
Lynch and Schuler (1994) utilized the term match up or congruence without clearly
defining the used terms. Kamins and Gupta (1994) utilized the terms match up, fit or
congruence to refer to source congruity. However, “the congruence of the endorser is
based on attributes related to the endorser that are shared with the endorsed product or
brand” (Gaied & Rached, 2017, p. 28). Employing an endorser who is not congruent with
the endorsed product may result to a negative outcome of the communicational process
(Kahle & Homer 1985; Kamins, 1990). The congruence hypothesis was originated from
research investigating the fittingness between a source or endorser in advertising and the
endorsed product (Kanungo & Pang, 1973). The congruence hypothesis argues that
fitting or congruence between the endorsed product and the endorser may result to
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favorable consumers assessments of the advertisement. In the other hand, absence of
congruence between the endorsed and the endorser may result to unfavorable consumer
assessments.
Congruency is one of the main factors influencing the effectiveness of celebrity
endorsement. Many advertisers insist that choosing the perfect celebrity is extremely
important for the outcome of the advertisement due to the fact that costumers usually
believe that the perceived image of a celebrity must match the indorsed product (Choi &
Rifon, 2012). Professionals or experts may be perceived as congruent when they endorse
products or advocate behaviors that are related to their specialties. An expert endorser
refers to an entity or a person who has a recognized knowledge regarding the endorsed
brand, product or idea. In other words, “a professional expert endorser is an individual or
group possessing superior knowledge regarding the product class endorsed” (Friedman &
Friedman, 1979 p. 63). Therefore, microcelebrities who frequently post technology
related content may be perceived as congruent endorser for technical products. For
example, gamers, who are microcelebrities known for online gaming, may be perceived
as congruent endorsers when endorsing gaming events, products and updates. In the other
hand, gamers may be perceived as incongruent endorsers when endorsing medical
products. An example of expert endorser is Michael Jordan who endorses Nike. It is
known that Michael Jordan has experience with basketball. Therefore, he may be
perceived as a congruent endorser for Nike’s products.
At first glance, it might appear logical that fit or congruence between the celebrity
and the endorsed product shall carry a positive influence on the image of the product and
that, the more congruence, the more influence the endorsement should have on the
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product. This may seem logical due to the fact that it may be expected from celebrities to
share content related to their interest or areas of expertise. Furthermore, increasing the
perceived fit between the celebrity and the endorsed brand may result to a greater positive
reaction to the endorsement in term of purchasing intention and attitude towards the
endorsement (Till & Busler, 2000; Batra & Homer, 2004). Therefore, businesses often try
to select a celebrity whose perceived image matches up their products or brands’ images.
This should enhance the way the consumers perceive the endorsement.
A good congruence between the endorser and the endorsed product is more
influential for generating positive advertisement experience that enhances the
believability level of the endorser and the effectiveness of the advertisement comparing
to low congruence (Davies & Slater, 2015). While this may be true, the relationship
between perceived congruence and the effectiveness of the endorsement is complex. Not
all match up celebrity endorsements were perceived to be positively influential (Min,
Chang, & Ziegler, 2019). Some of them were not influential. Therefore, a considerable
amount of research has been conducted in order to investigate the complexity of this
relationship.
The circumstances of the endorsement is also an influential factor that influences
the effectiveness of celebrity congruity. In a study titled “Fundraising in an Interactive
Online Environment,” the authors were trying to investigate the influence of posting
celebrity endorsements in nonprofit organizations’ websites in order to see if utilizing
these celebrities would bring about positive consequences to the organizations selected in
the study (Panic, Hudders, & Cauberghe, 2016). The aim of the study was to find
methods and strategies that may help non-profit organizations to increase their fund.
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After the authors conducted an experimental study using 2 x 2 design on a number of 122
participants, they found out that incongruent celebrity endorsement may carry more
positive consequences to the websites’ experience than a congruent endorsement on
interactive websites. As a result of this, people may develop positive attitude towards the
organization. This should higher the chance of making a donation to the charity.
However, in a non-interactive website, there was no differential impact reported by the
sample regarding a congruent versus incongruent endorsement.
Many scholars argue that a particular endorser may be not equally influential for
all types of brands, ideas and products. There is no such a celebrity who is perceived as a
congruent endorser for all types of product (Friedman & Friedman, 1979). Michael
Jorden who is perceived as a congruent endorser for Nike’s products may not be
perceived as a congruent endorser for different products like toilet tissue. Celebrities fit
different products based on the way they are perceived by the public. The fit between the
endorser and the product may be based upon many factors like the endorsers experience,
knowledge, culture, religion or characteristics. In the case of microcelebrities, the type of
content they post on their social media account and the way they post it may influence the
way they are perceived.
The complexity and the risk of the product may also influence the fit between the
celebrity and the endorsement. When an expert celebrity endorses a significantly lowrisk-product, the endorsement may not be perceived as a credible endorsement. Using the
same example, if Michal Jourdan endorses a whistle he may not be perceived as credible
source. Celebrities who endorse these types of products may be perceived equally
untrustworthy (Friedman & Friedman, 1979). This may not mean that celebrities should
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not endorse low-risk-products. In fact, this issue may only apply to celebrities who are
perceived as experts of the indorsed product’s area. Therefore, endorsing uncomplex or
low-risk-products may not require an expert celebrity.
The perceived risk of the product may be evaluated based on five categories.
Performance risk which refers to the possibility that the product is not going to work as
described. Financial risk which refers to the possibility of losing money as a result of
purchasing the product. Physical risk which refers to the possibility of physical harm due
to the use of the product. Psychological risk which refers to the possibility of that the
product is not going to fit with the self-image of the consumer. Social risk which refers to
the possibility of that possessing, using or consuming the product may influence the way
the consumer is being perceived by others like friends and family.
Another factor that may influence the effectiveness of source congruity is the
level of issue-relevant elaboration. Throughout the history of the advertising industry,
many researchers have tried to understand the way consumers process celebrity
endorsement and how source congruity affects beliefs and attitude toward the brand
(Chaiken & Eagly,1989; Petty, 2018). Some of these studies were able to make
predictions regarding how endorser congruity may influence the communication process.
In a study titled “Effects of Source Congruity on Brand Attitudes and Beliefs: The
Moderating Role of Issue‐Relevant Elaboration,” Kimani and Shiv have examined some
conditions under which endorser congruity may effect consumers’ attitudes and beliefs
(1989). After conducting a number of three laboratory experimental studies, the authors
found that when there is a high level of issue-relevant elaboration, source congruity may
positively influence consumers attitudes towards the brand. When there is a low level of
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issue-relevant elaboration, endorser congruity carries less of influence on consumers
attitude. However, since the culture of Saudi Arabia is religiously driven and this
religion, as mentioned, highly encourages people to make donations, the sample of the
study should have high level of issue-relevant elaboration.
Source Attractiveness and Attitude Towards Endorsement and Donation Intentions
Source attractiveness is another reason why people find messages coming from
celebrities to be attractive (Chao & Werani, 2005; Till & Busler, 2000). People are
exposed to hundreds of advertisements every day. Celebrity endorsement as an
advertising strategy has been utilized for many years. In 1979, it has been reported that
there was one celebrity endorsement commercial in every six ads, and this static grow by
25 % in 2001 (Erdogan et al, 2001). This has forced advertisers to use different strategies
and techniques in order to receive consumers attention and bring about an influence. One
of these strategies is employing a physically attractive source to endorse the promotional
message. Utilizing an attractive celebrity in advertisements is one of the common
techniques of celebrity endorsement nowadays. Businesses often contract with attractive
celebrities for advertisements, representation, sponsorship, brand ambassadors and
spokespeople.
Aristotle, a famous philosopher, once said “beauty is a greater recommendation
than any letter of introduction,” (Mao, Jin, & Du, 2009, p. 4987). In this quote, Aristotle
wanted to highlight that the attractive appearance of a source carries a positive impact on
the communication process. Hoekman and Bosmans interpreted Aristotle’s quote by
saying “Aristotle accentuates that a best recommendation of a brand is established by
using an attractive commercial and an attractive celebrity endorser; the effectiveness will
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be much higher” (2013, p. 17). Featuring an attractive celebrity in an advertisement may
grape consumers attention and encourage them to look, read or listen to the add.
Many psychological and medical scientists have argued that being exposed to
attractive faces may influence the way our brains operate. In a study titled “Beautiful
faces Have Variable Reward Value: FMRI and Behavioral Evidence,” the authors
conducted a study in order to understand how brain functions when exposing to attractive
faces (Aharon et al., 2001). The findings of the study show that the sample’s brain reward
circuitry function differently when being exposed to beautiful faces. There is an
“association between beauty and motivated behavior in individual assessing it. It is
possible that the brain circuitry implicated in reward function underlying motivated
behavior is activated by the social signals contained in beautiful faces” (Aharon et al.,
2001, p. 537). Utilizing an attractive celebrity for endorsement may bring about positive
consequences to the outcome of the advertisement. In addition, many studies on facial
beauty have claimed that impression of beauty is innate and universal across culture and
race (Slater et al., 1998; Langlois et al., 1991; Cunningham et al. 1995; Jones & Hill,
1993; Perrett et al., 1998). Therefore, it is important for PR practitioners in Saudi nonprofit organizations to understand the impact of beauty on endorsement in order to
maximize the benefit of celebrity endorsement.
In communication, the physical attractiveness model mentions that people will
find messages more attractive if they like the physical characteristics of the source (Chao
& Werani, 2005; Till & Busler, 2000). Some organizations try to take advantage of this
by hiring a beautiful celebrity as a spokesperson. Studies have shown that the physical
attractiveness of a celebrity spokesperson may produce a positive impact on the brand
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and purchasing attitude toward its products (Joseph, 1982; Kahle & Homer, 1985). This
proves that relaying on beautiful celebrity to convey messages to the public may lead to a
positive reaction to the message.
Some scholars argue that physical attractiveness of the endorsing celebrity may
result to a positive purchase intention towards the endorsed product. The physical
attractiveness model mentions that employing a physically attractive celebrity in
advertisement may be affective due to the fact that consumers may want to be similar to
the attractive endorser and desire to be identified or associated with him or her (Cohen &
Golden, 1972). Using the same product that the attractive celebrity uses or adopting a
similar behavior, consumers may evoke associations between them and the celebrity.
Therefore, attractive celebrities who endorse chartable nonprofit organizations may
encourage people to donate to these organizations.
Physical attractiveness of the source may increase its credibility. In a study titled
“Source Credibility as a Function of Communicator Physical Attractiveness,” the author
conducted an experimental study in order to investigate the relationship between the
physical attractiveness of the communicator and source credibility in promotional context
(Patzer, 1983). The findings of the study show that there is a monotonic relationship
between the physical attractiveness of the communicator and perceived expertise, trust
and level of liking. Another study investigating the same topic argues that “The
effectiveness of the message depends on the endorser’s similarity, likeableness, and
familiarity” (Fleck & Le Roy, 2012, p. 652). Therefore, the perceived physical
attractiveness of the endorsing celebrity may positively influence the credibility level of
the celebrity. This should reflect on the effectiveness of the communication process.
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Some may argue that physical attractiveness may work significantly with brands
and products related to physical appearance like clothes and makeup. While this may be
possible, many scholars argue that the physical attractiveness of the endorsing celebrity
influences consumers beliefs and purchase intentions even if the endorsed product is not
beauty related (Kahle & Homer, 1985; Hoekman & Bosmans, 2013). As long as the
celebrity is attractive, he or she should be perceived as a credible source. This can be best
explained by what scholars call the halo effect. The halo effect argues that the impression
that people create in one area may influence their impression in another area. In other
words, a person who has a high score on one particular dimension, like physical
attractiveness, he or she automatically will have a high score in other dimensions like
credibility (Solomon, 2010).
In a study titled, “Physical Attractiveness of the Celebrity Endorser: A Social
Adaptation Perspective,” the authors investigated the influence of celebrities’ physical
attractiveness and likability on consumers decision making process when these celebrities
endorse products or brands (Kahle & Homer, 1985). An experimental approach was
followed by exposing a number of 200 undergrad students to celebrity endorsements and
then ask them to complete a questionnaire. The main findings of the study show that
participants who were exposed to an attractive celebrity endorser have more positive
attitude towards the endorsed product than those who were exposed to an unattractive
endorser. In addition, participants who were exposed to an attractive endorser reported a
high level of brand recall comparing to those who were exposed an unattractive endorser.
In a Study titled “How Physical Attractiveness and Endorser Product Match-up
Guide Selection of a Female Athlete Endorser in China,” the authors investigated the
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influence of celebrities’ physical attractiveness on consumer purchase intention in China
(Liu et al., 2010). The main findings of the study show that endorsers who are perceived
as physically attractive are more influential than endorsers who are perceived as less
attractive. The sample found advertisements featuring attractive celebrities are more eyecatching. In addition, attractive endorsers were able to positively impact the sample’
purchase intentions. The findings also show that highly physical attractive endorsers may
compensate for low congruency between the endorser and the endorsed product. Match
up between the indorsed product and the endorser is significantly influential when the
physical attractiveness of the endorser is low. This study may prove that utilizing an
attractive celebrity to endorse a product, brand or behavior is influential across different
cultures.
Another study that was conducted on a different culture, Pakistani, is “Celebrity
Physical Attractiveness Effect on Consumer Buying Behavior” (Khalid & Yasmeen,
2019). In this study, the authors investigated the influence of celebrities’ physical
attractiveness on customers buying intentions. The methodology utilized in this study is
survey. Using random sampling technique, the authors were able to collect 376 complete
responses. The findings of the study show that the physical attractiveness of the
endorsing celebrity carries a positive influence on consumer purchase intentions. The
findings also show that people from different gender, age, educational backgrounds
responded positively to the physical attractiveness of the endorsers and show willingness
to buy the indorsed product.
In a study titled “The Impact of Celebrity Endorsement in Cause Related
Marketing Campaigns on Audiences’ Behavioral Intentions: Egypt Case,” the authors
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investigated the influence of utilizing celebrity endorsement for non-profit organizations
marketing campaigns (Tantawi & Sadek, 2019). In this study, the authors examined the
influence of celebrity endorsement for the nonprofit sector through testing the impact of
five elements of celebrities: celebrity expertise, celebrity familiarity, celebrity
trustworthiness, celebrity attractiveness, and celebrity-cause fit on people’s attitudes and
donation intentions. Using online survey as methodology, the authors were able to collect
390 complete responses. After analyzing the received data through Structural Equation
Modelling (SEM), the authors found that out of the five elements tested in the study,
physical attractiveness is the most influential element on people’s attitudes towards the
campaign. The findings also show that celebrity trustworthiness and celebrity familiarity
did not cause a significant impact on people’s attitudes towards the campaign. In
addition, the study found that positive attitude towards the campaign leads to positive
donation intentions towards the endorsed organization. This study is significantly
valuable due to the fact that it was conducted on a Middle Eastern sample which believes
in the same religion and has a similar culture to Saudi Arabia.
Research Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1a: Self-disclosure by the microcelebrity number 1 has an influence
on people’s donation intentions.
Hypothesis 1b: Self-disclosure by the microcelebrity number 2 has an influence
on people’s donation intentions.
Hypothesis 1c: Self-disclosure by the microcelebrity number 3 has an influence
on people’s donation intentions.
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Self-disclosure has a huge impact on source credibility. It plays an important role
in relationship development. Therefore, high volume of perceived self-disclosure may
enhance the relationship between followers and their microcelebrities. It also increases
satisfaction in relationships. Those who were exposed to self-disclosure often report a
high level of satisfaction. Another outcome of self-disclosure that may also influence
people’s donation intention is an increased preference for disclosure. In addition, a high
volume of self-disclosure increases social support. On conditions like indorsing
fundraising campaigns, social support may translate into donation intention. Due to all
mentioned factors, investigating microcelebrities self-disclosure in relation to donations
intentions may add something to the discipline.
Hypothesis 2a: Self-disclosure by microcelebrity number 1 has an influence on
people’s attitude towards the endorsement.
Hypothesis 2b: Self-disclosure by microcelebrity number 2 has an influence on
people’s attitude towards the endorsement.
Hypothesis 2c: Self-disclosure by microcelebrity number 3 has an influence on
people’s attitude towards the endorsement.
As mentioned, self-disclosure may increase the credibility of the source.
Credibility is an important factor especially when it comes to fundraising campaigns for
nonprofit organizations. Since participating in this type of campaign may carry positive
consequences to the endorser like enhancing his image and making him look good in
front of the public, people may create a negative attitude towards the endorsement. This
attitude may negatively influence the outcome of the campaign. Therefore, it is important
for PR practitioners in the nonprofit sector to understand how the public perceive their
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campaigns in order to reach their campaign objectives. Since self-disclosure is an
important factor that enhances credibility of the source, it may impact how the public
perceives the campaign.
Hypothesis 3a: Physical attractiveness of microcelebrity number 1 has an
influence on people’s donation intentions.
Hypothesis 3b: Physical attractiveness of microcelebrity number 2 has an
influence on people’s donation intentions.
Hypothesis 3c: Physical attractiveness of microcelebrity number 3 has an
influence on people’s donation intentions.
These hypotheses investigate the impact of physical appearance of the
microcelebrity endorser on people’s decision making when it comes to making a
donation. Many scholars, as mentioned above, argue that physical attractiveness of the
source may positively impact the effectiveness of the communication strategy. Physical
attractiveness of the endorser may carry a positive influence on the credibility of the
source. Credibility is an important factor that increases the effectiveness of the
communicational process. It increases the chances of reaching the objectives of initiating
communication. In this case, credibility may increase donation intention. Having an
endorser with high level of credibility may increase the effectiveness of the campaign.
This should influence people’s donation intention. Therefore, it may be important for PR
practitioners in nonprofit organizations to understand this factor in order to be able to
choose the appropriate endorser for their campaigns.
Hypothesis 4a: Physical attractiveness of microcelebrity number 1 has an
influence on people’s attitudes towards the endorsement.
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Hypothesis 4b: Physical attractiveness of microcelebrity number 2 has an
influence on people’s attitudes towards the endorsement.
Hypothesis 4c: Physical attractiveness of microcelebrity number 3 has an
influence on people’s attitudes towards the endorsement.
These hypotheses explore the impact of microcelebrity physical attractiveness on
how the endorsement is perceived. Since source attractiveness is considered to be an
influential factor in the communicational process, it may impact the way the endorsement
is perceived by the public. Source attractiveness model argues that the physical
attractiveness of the source increases its credibility. Therefore, credible endorsement may
positively impact how the public perceives the endorsement. Due to the high level of
credibility, the public may believe that the microcelebrity actually does care about the
nonprofit organizations issue. This may positively impact the outcome of the campaign.
If the public does not perceive the endorsement positively and thinks that the
microcelebrity does it for his own benefits, it may negatively influence the effectiveness
of the endorsements.
Hypothesis 5a: Congruence between microcelebrity number 1 and the nonprofit
organization has an influence on people’s donation intention.
Hypothesis 5b: Congruence between microcelebrity number 2 and the nonprofit
organization has an influence on people’s donation intention.
Hypothesis 5c: Congruence between microcelebrity number 3 and the nonprofit
organization has an influence on people’s donation intention.
Congruence between the endorser and the PR campaign refers to how the
microcelebrity endorser is perceived by the public. The image that the public has created
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for the microcelebrity determines whether or not he or she fits the PR campaign. Based
on the microcelebrity’s content on social media, people usually create an image or a
perspective towards him. This image may influence the effectiveness of endorsements he
engages with. Some microcelebrities are known for engaging in activities that are similar
or related to the what the PR campaigns advocates for. These microcelebrities may be
considered to be congruent. Therefore, it may be expected from them to engage in this
type of campaign. For example, a microcelebrity who is an athlete or known for
advocating for a healthy lifestyle may be perceived as a congruent fit when indorsing an
anti-smoking PR campaign. In the other hand, he or she may not be perceived as a
congruent fit for a fashion PR campaign.
Hypothesis 6a: Congruence between the microcelebrity number 1 and the
nonprofit organization has an influence on people’s attitudes towards the endorsement.
Hypothesis 6b: Congruence between the microcelebrity number 2 and the
nonprofit organization has an influence on people’s attitudes towards the endorsement.
Hypothesis 6c: Congruence between the microcelebrity number 3 and the
nonprofit organization has an influence on people’s attitudes towards the endorsement.
These hypotheses investigate whether congruent fit between the endorser and the
PR campaign influences how the public perceive the endorsement. Some people may
think that the microcelebrity does not really care about the nonprofit issue that the PR
campaign is trying to highlight. They may believe that the microcelebrity endorses the
campaign just to enhance his own image or to look good to the public. Therefore, he
indorses the campaign for his own benefit rather than helping the nonprofit sector. This
may impact the outcome of the campaign. Public’s attitudes towards the endorsement
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may carry a significant influence on the effectiveness of the endorsement. Utilizing an
endorser who is perceived as congruent for the nonprofit organizations campaign should
enhance people’s attitude towards the endorsement. It is important for public relations
practitioners in the Saudi nonprofit charitable organizations to pay attention to how the
public is going to perceive the endorsement since it may impact the result of the
campaign.

Figure 1. The relation of the investigated hypotheses
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CHAPTER III - METHODOLOGY
The methodology of this study is survey. Based on the literature review, survey is
the most common method for studies investigating people’s beliefs and attitudes. Survey
gives the author the ability to find out and analyze relationships between the variables.
Due to the development of communication technology, online survey nowadays has
become more helpful than ever before. It enables researchers to adjust their
questionnaires based on their research orientations and variables by providing numerus
useful tool. Many variables have become measurable through online surveys due to the
ability of including different types of content like pictures, videos, voice note and more.
In addition, survey is a convenient method due to the fact that it enables the author to
send the questionnaire to the sample which is in Saudi Arabia while he is in the United
State.
The survey is descriptive survey. This kind of survey is used to describe opinions
or believes toward an issue or situation. Researchers investigating variables that are
similar to the variables included in this study have utilized descriptive survey as an
instrument for their research (Um, 2016). Descriptive survey concentrates on the
characteristics of the sample. Researchers usually use this kind of survey in order to make
estimates (Zhou & Sloan, 2015).
Since all the participants in the sample are Arabic speakers, the author has written
the survey in Arabic. This should contribute in making the participants easily understand
the survey questions and encourage them to respond to it. After collecting the responses,
the author translated them to English in order to be able to complete the study and make
the analysis. The translation process should not have affected the quality and the
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precision of the study’s result, because the author has limited the use of opened-ended
questions in the questionnaire. Using open-ended questions may significantly affect the
outcome of the research due to the different denotations that different languages may
carry.
The survey was sent online. This should have increased the chance of having an
accurate result because the participants were not under pressure while answering the
survey questions. Online survey also makes it convenience for the participants because
they can answer the questionnaire on their schedule and at their convenience. They can
start answering the questionnaire at one time, stop, and complete later. Web survey also
enables the author to have some statistical result based on immediate basis. In addition to
this, online survey is considered to be environmentally friendly due to the non-use of
paper.
Microcelebrities Selection
Based in the literature review, it is essential to choose the appropriate
microcelebrities (Gaied & Rached, 2017). In order to determine what microcelebrities to
encloud in the study, First, the author monitored the explore page on Snapchat for two
months starting from December 22, 2019 to February 20, 2020. The explore page on
Snapchat represents the daily trending microcelebrities. Microcelebrities appearing on
Snapchat explore page are the daily most viewed Snapchat users. The explore page on
Snapchat is continuously changing according to numbers of viewers. Microcelebrities
who often appear on the explore page during the observational month were included in
the pretest survey. This was done in order to make sure that the sample, which is
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Snapchat users, is familiar with the selected microcelebrities. Familiarity is an important
factor increasing a value of the study’s outcome (Um, 2016).
Based on the explore page, the most viewed Snapchat microcelebrities in Saudi
Arabia are Mansour Alrugebah (Mansouro770), Faisal Abdelkarim (Faisal9a), Osama
Aldageri (Shx_777), Hisham Alhueesh (Hishamstar), Yazeed Alrajhi (Yazeedalrajhi),
Abo Nora (Wldnoura), Faiz Almalki(Fayzemalki), Bin Kasem (Dah000mi), Ziead Bin
Nehet (abnnehet), Alsnap Alamni (amy5400).
After determining the most viewed microcelebrities, the author created the pretest
survey in order to test microcelebrities’ perceived congruence, self-disclosure and
physical attractiveness. The goal of the pretest survey is to determines which
microcelebrities are going to be included in the study (Panic, Hudders, & Cauberghe,
2016). This was decided after measuring the perceived congruence, self-disclosure and
physical attractiveness of the most viewed microcelebrities.
Nonprofit Organizations Selection
Real Saudi nonprofit charitable organizations names are utilized in the instrument
in order to increase the level believability of test endorsement (Yoon, Kim, & Kim,
1998). The nonprofit organizations included in the study are among the most recognized
nonprofit organizations that concern about issues related to children. Theses
organizations are:
•

Charity Committee for Orphans Care-Ekhaa )(جمعية إخاء الخيرية لرعاية االيتام

•

Charity Committee for Orphans Care-Ensan )(جمعية إنسان الخيرية لرعاية االيتام

•

Charity Committee for Orphans Care-Tamkiin )(جمعية تمكين الخيرية لرعاية االيتام
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Measurement
The sample was asked to rate microcelebrities’ perceived Self-disclosure, physical
attractiveness and congruency. The sample has rated all microcelebrities on one attribute
at a time to limit possible impact of “halo effects.” (Friedman & Friedman, 1979 p. 65).
Halo effect may influence people evaluations. Consequently, the outcome of the research
may be affected.
Independents Variables
Perceived congruence was measured via one item saying “This person matches, or
fits a nonprofit organization committed to providing a safe home for young children,
followed by a 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree”
(Panic, Hudders, & Cauberghe, 2016 p. 340).
For measuring Self-disclosure four items devolved by Laurenceau, Barrett and
Pietromonaco (1998) was adopted and modified to fit the nature of the study. “For each
interaction, participants rated a variety of interaction aspects on 5-point scales”
(Laurenceau, Barrett, & Pietromonaco, 1998, p. 1240). On a five-point scale (ranging
from 1= strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree), participants were asked to rate
micromeritics’ emotional disclosure (one item), thought disclosure (one item) and day-today event disclosure (one item). Finally, a summary of the variable will be created
through calculating the average of the three items.
Physical attractiveness was measured through the use of one item that was
adopted form Baker and Churchill (1977) and Friedman and Friedman (1979) and
modified to fit the study. On a 5-point semantic differential scale with 1 being
unattractive and 5 being attractive, where would you place the celebrity?
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Dependent Variables
To insure familiarly one item adopted from Panic, Hudders and Cauberghe saying
“do you know this person?” (2016, p. 342).
For measuring donation intention, one item devolved by Park and Cho, M. (2015)
were adopted and modified in order to fit the purpose of the study. On a 5-point scale,
participants were asked that how likely is it that you are going to donate for the
organization? Another item is adopted from (Coyle & Thorson, 2001) and (Panic,
Hudders, & Cauberghe, 2016 p. 342) saying that “suppose that a friend called you last
night to get your advice on which organization to donate money for” which
organizations would tell your friend to donate for?
Attitude towards the endorsement was measured through one item was adopted
from Manning, Sprott and Miyazaki, (1998) and modified to fit the study design saying I
think the ad is (Very bad, bad, fair, good, very good).
The Research Instrument
The survey starts with a notice that includes information about the study and the
survey questions. The information in the notice answers questions like what the study is
about, why the author chose those participants to participate in the study, and how long
the survey takes to be finished. It also includes information about the participants’ right
and inform them that they do not have to answer any question that they do not want to
answer. The participants were not able to start the survey unless they click the “agree”
button which can be found on the bottom of the notice page. The survey has real
screenshots from Snapchat without any editing in order to increase realism sense (Um,
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2016). Finally, at the end of the questionnaire, the participants were notified that the
endorsements were designed for the purpose of the study
Sample
The survey was sent to a number of (100) college students. The reason for
choosing college students is because the author estimates that college students are usually
heavy users of social media. According to a study titled “Is there social capital in a social
network site?: Facebook use and college students' life satisfaction, trust, and
participation,” the findings claim that students at the university level spend most of their
online time on social media (Valenzuela, Park & Kee, 2009). The students are both
graduate and undergraduate from universities in Saudi Arabia. Convenience sample was
selected due to the fact that it allows the researcher to test the phenomena on a given
sample. College students was selected due to their heavy usage of social media and their
familiarity with microcelebrities.
Data Collection
The author conducted the survey through the website Qualtrics. Qualtrics is an
online website that enables researchers to conveniently create their surveys. It gives
researchers the ability to do all the different kinds of survey questions they need like
open-ended questions, closed-ended questions, multiple choice questions, rating scale
questions, rank order questions and more. Many of survey questions features that
researchers often need such as skip logic are provided in this website. It is also
convenient to use because surveys can be modified with no coding required. More
importantly, it supports many languages like Arabic. This is an essential feature for this
study because the survey will be sent to Arabic speakers. The survey questionnaire was
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reachable online through link that was sent to the participants. Qualtrics has a mobile site
mode which means it can be conveniently reached through regular phones browsers. This
should encourage the participants to participate in the study because it made the survey
easy-to-reach. Finally, Qualtrics is provided for free by The University of Southern
Mississippi to its students and faculty.
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CHAPTER IV – FINDINGS
The purpose of the research is to investigate the influence of Snapchat
microcelebrity endorsement for nonprofit organizations’ PR campaigns through testing
the self-disclosure model, source attractiveness model, and congruence or fit model in
relation to individuals’ donation intentions and attitudes towards the endorsement. After
conducting a pretest through Qualtrics, the author was able to determine three Snapchat
microcelebrities who received the highest rate of physical attractiveness, self-disclosure
and congruence. The result of the pretest showed that Yazeed Alrajhe has received the
highest rate of physical attractiveness, Faiz has received the highest rate of congruity with
endorsing charitable nonprofit organizations and Abo Nora has received the highest rate
of self-disclosure. In addition, the pretest showed that college students are interested in
nonprofit organizations that help orphan children. Therefore, all nonprofit organizations
included in the survey were converted to real word charitable non-profit organization that
help orphan children in order to limit external variables that may affect the result of the
survey.
The author was able to collect a number of One hundred completed responses. All
participants are college students including undergrad and graduate students. A significant
number of the participants were female (60%), while male made up only (40%) of the
sample.
Regarding age group, it was not surprising to see the majority of the sample are
ranked between the age of 22-25 (47%) since the sample was drawn from college
students. The second biggest age group is 18-21 (35%). In addition, only 5% of the
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participant are ranked between 26- 29, and 5% of the participants are ranked between 3033. Finally, 8% of the participant have chosen other age group.
Regarding the sample marital status, the majority of the sample are single 78%.
However, 21% of the sample are married and only 1 of the sample is divorced. None of
the participants are classified as widow.
In term of how much time the participants spend on Snapchat, the majority of the
sample spends one to two hours per day (27%). The second biggest group of the sample
spends two to three hours on Snapchat per day (24%). 18 % of the sample spnds less than
one hour per day on Snapchat. 15% of the sample spends three to four hours per day on
Snapchat. 8% of the sample spends four to five hours per day on Snapchat. 6% of the
sample spends more than seven hours per day on Snapchat. Only 2 % of the sample
spends five to six hours on Snapchat. See table 1
Table 1.0
Time spent on Snapchat
F
Less than one hour
1 hour to 2 hours
2 hours to 3 hours
3 hours to 4 hours
4 hours to 5 hours
5 hours to 6 hours
More than 7 hours
Total

18
27
24
15
8
2
6
100

%
18.0
27.0
24.0
15.0
8.0
2.0
6.0
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
18.0
45.0
69.0
84.0
92.0
94.0
100.0

The entire sample uses the platform Snapchat 100% as the author excluded
participants who are not Snapchat users. In term of how long the participants have been
using Snapchat, the majority of sample reported that thy have been using the platform for
more than three years (75%). The second biggest group of the sample reported that they
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have been using the platform for two to three years. Only 11% of the sample have
reported that they have been using the platform from one to two years.
In term of how many Snapchat celebrity the participants follow on Snapchat, it
was surprising to see the majority of the sample follow more than seven microcelebrities.
70 % of the sample follow reported that they follow more than seven microcelebrities.
However, only 7% of the sample reported that they follow five microcelebrities, 4 % of
the sample follows seven microcelebrities, 4 % of the sample follows six
microcelebrities, 4% follows four microcelebrities, 4% follows two microcelebrities and
4% follows one microcelebrity. Finally, 3% of the sample reported that they follow three
celebrity. See table 1.1
Table 1.1
Number of followed Microcelebrities on Snapchat
N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
More than 7
Total

F
4
4
3
4
7
4
4
70

%
4.0
4.0
3.0
4.0
7.0
4.0
4.0
70.0

100

100.0

Cumulative
Percent
4.0
8.0
11.0
15.0
22.0
26.0
30.0
100.0

Regarding the survey question “Suppose that a friend called you tonight to get
your advice on which organization to donate money for which organizations would tell
your friend to donate for?,” The majority of the sample 75% reported that they would
recommend their friends to donate for the endorsement featuring microcelebrity number
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3 Abo Nora. However, 14% of the sample would recommend their friend to donate for
the endorsement featuring microcelebrity number 1 Yazeed, while, only 11% of the
sample would recommend donating for microcelebrity number 2 endorsement.
In term of nonprofit organizations endorsements on Snapchat, 80% of the sample
have been exposed to nonprofit organization endorsements featuring Snapchat
microcelebrities. However, only 7% of the sample said that they have not seen a
microcelebrity endorsing nonprofit organizations on Snapchat, while 14% of the sample
does not remember.
The responses show that 72% of the sample has never donated for nonprofit
organizations after seeing a Snapchat microcelebrity endorsing it on Snapchat. However,
28% of the sample have donated for nonprofit organizations after seeing a Snapchat
microcelebrity endorsing it on Snapchat. The majority of those who have donated for
nonprofit organization after seeing a Snapchat microcelebrity endorsing it were aware of
the nonprofit organization before seeing the microcelebrity endorsing it on Snapchat. See
table 1.2
Table 1.2
Donating for nonprofit organization after seeing a
microcelebrity endorsing it on Snapchat

never
Once
Twice
Three times
Five time
More than five time
Total

F
72
9
10
7
1
1
100

%
72.0
9.0
10.0
7.0
1.0
1.0
100.0
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Cumulative
Percent
72.0
81.0
91.0
98.0
99.0
100.0

In term of the most influential social media platform for nonprofit organization
endorsement, the majority of the sample (48%) thinks that Snapchat is most influential
platform for nonprofit endorsement. The sample reported few factors that make Snapchat
influential. Some of these factors are the convenience usage, its popularity, fits different
age groups, the majority of people are able to have access to it, convey content
immediately, used globally, and provides helpful tools for endorsements like picture and
video editing which give the endorser the ability to be creative.
The sample was asked to describe their opinion regarding nonprofit organizations
endorsement via Snapchat, and the finding show that the majority of the sample (62%)
carries a positive opinion towards Snapchat nonprofit organizations endorsement.
However, 35% of the sample carries negative opinion towers Snapchat endorsement. See
table 1.3
Table 1.3
Microcelebrity nonprofit
endorsement on Snapchat is
F
Bad
Not effective
Good
Effective
Other
Total

21
14
38
24
3
100

%
21.0
14.0
38.0
24.0
3.0
100.0

In the other hand, the participants were asked that if they had nonprofit
organizations would they utilize Snapchat microcelebrities to endorse their
organizations? The findings show that the majority of the sample 45% would utilize
Snapchat microcelebrities to endorse their organizations. However, only 28% of the
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sample reported that they would not utilize Snapchat microcelebrities to endorse their
organization. See table 1.4
Table 1.4
If I had a nonprofit organization, I would utilize
Snapchat microcelebrity endorsement
F
%
Percent
Strongly disagree
17
17.0
17.0
disagree
11
11.0
28.0
neutral
27
27.0
55.0
agree
31
31.0
86.0
strongly agree
14
14.0
100.0
Total
100
100.0

Self-Disclosure
Table 2.0, 2.1 and 2.2 show the level of microcelebrities self-disclosure based on
the sample ranking
Table 2.0
Self-disclosure of microcelebrity number 1 Yazeed
N
M
Day to Day events
32
3.81
Thoughts
32
3.69
Emotion
32
3.16

SD
.592
.693
.677

Table 2.1
Self-disclosure of microcelebrity number 2 Faiz
Day to Day events
Thoughts
Emotion

N
34
34
34

M
3.56
3.76
3,97

SD
.786
.890
.674

Table 2.2
Self-disclosure of microcelebrity number 3 Abo Nora
Day to Day events

N
59

M
4.32
62

SD
.628

Table 2.2 (continued)
Thoughts
Emotion

59
59

3.93
3.18

.763
.798

The data shows that microcelebrity number 3 (Abo Nora) has received the highest
rate of self-disclosure. However, Microcelebrity number 2 was rated as the second in
term of self-disclosure practice. Finally, microcelebrity number 1 has received the lowest
rate of self-disclosure practice. See table 2.3
Table 2.3
Self-disclosure of microcelebrities
M
Microcelebrity number 1 Yazeed
Microcelebrity number 2 Faiz
Microcelebrity number 3 Abo Nora

SD

3.5521 .42001
3.7647 .62780
4.0226 .57357

Physical Attractiveness
Table 2.4, 2.5 and 262 show the level of microcelebrities physical attractiveness based on
the sample ranking.
Table 2.4
Physical attractiveness of microcelebrity number 1
Yazeed
F
%
Very unhandsome
6
6.0
Unhandsome
11
11.0
Average looking
65
65.0
Handsome
15
15.0
Very handsome
3
3.0

Table 2.5
Physical attractiveness of microcelebrity number 2
Faiz
F
%
Very unhandsome
7
7.0
63

Table 2.5 (continued)
Unhandsome
Average looking
Handsome
Very handsome

29
52
6
6

29.0
52.0
6.0
6.0

Table 2.6
Physical attractiveness for microcelebrity number 3
Abo Nora
F
%
Very unhandsome
20
20.0
Unhandsome
22
22.0
Average looking
46
46.0
Handsome
11
11.0
Very handsome
1
1.0

The data shows that microcelebrity number 1 (Yazeed) has received the highest
rate of physical attractiveness. However, Microcelebrity number 2 (Faiz) was rated as the
second in term of physical attractiveness. Finally, Microcelebrity number 3 (Abo Nora)
has received the lowest rate of physical attractiveness. See table 2.7
Table 2.7
Physical attractiveness of microcelebrities
M
SD
2.9800 .79111
2.7500 .90314
2.5100 .96914

Microcelebrity number 1 Yazeed
Microcelebrity number 2 Faiz
Microcelebrity number 3 Abo Nora

Congruence
Table 3.0, 3.1 and 3.2 show the level of microcelebrities congruence with nonprofit
organizations endorsement based on the sample ranking.
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Table 3.0
Microcelebrity number 1 congruence
with nonprofit org endorsement
F
%
Strongly disagree
24
24.0
disagree
12
12.0
neutral

45

45.0

agree

13

13.0

strongly agree

6

6.0

100

100.0

Total

Table 3.1
Microcelebrity number 2 is congruent
with nonprofit org endorsement
F
%
Strongly disagree
8
8.0
disagree
1
1.0
neutral
14
14.0
agree
32
32.0
strongly agree
45
45.0
Total
100
100.0

Table 3.2
Microcelebrity number 3 is congruent
with nonprofit org endorsement
F
%
Strongly disagree
20
20.0
disagree
11
11.0
neutral

33

33.0

agree

28

28.0

strongly agree

8

8.0

100

100.0

Total
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The data shows that microcelebrity number 2 (Faiz) has received the highest rate
of congruence with nonprofit organizations endorsement. However, microcelebrity
number 3 (Abo Nora) was rated as the second in term of congruence. Finally,
Microcelebrity number 1 (Yazeed) has received the lowest rate of congruence. See table
3.3.
Table 3.3
Congruence of microcelebrities
M

SD

Microcelebrity number 1 Yazeed
Microcelebrity number 2 Faiz

2.65
4.05

1.158
1.167

Microcelebrity number 3 Abo Nora

2.93

1.233

Self-disclosure Has an Influence on People’s Donation Intention
A normality test was done to the variables and the result shows that the data is normality
distributed. See table 3.4
Table 3.4
Normality test for self-disclosure
Variable
Self-disclosure_1
Self-disclosure_2
Self-disclosure_3

M
3.5521
3.7647
4.0226

SD
.42001
.62780
.57357

Skewness
-.016
-.020
-.382

S.E of Skewness
.414
.403
.311

Normality
-0.03915
-0.04965
-1.2264

Hypothesis 1a: Self-disclosure for microcelebrity number 1 Yazeed.
A simple linear regression was carried out to test if self-disclosure practiced by
microcelebrity number 1 Yazeed significantly predicts donation intention after exposing
to the endorsement by the microcelebrity number 1. The results of the regression
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indicated that the model explained only 1.7% of the variance and that the model was not
significant (p. >.05). See table 3.5.
Table 3.5
The influence of self-disclosure of microcelebrity number 1 on donation intention
Model 1
R
Adjusted R df
Beta
F
Siq.
Square
square
Selfdisclosure 1

.017

-.016

1
30

.130

.517

.477

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
a. Dependent Variable: Donation intention for celebrity number 1 endorsement
b. Predictors: Self-disclosure_1

hypothesis 1b: Self-disclosure for microcelebrity number 2 Faiz.
A simple linear regression was carried out to test if self-disclosure practiced by
microcelebrity number 2 Faiz significantly predicts people’s donation intention after
exposing to the microcelebrity number 2 endorsement. The results of the regression
indicated that the model explains 12.4% of the variance and that the model is significant,
F (1,32) = 4.509, p =.042. with an R 2 of .124. See table 3.6.
In this case, it was found that self-disclosure significantly predicted donation
intention for those who followed microcelebrity number 2 on Snapchat. For every onestander deviation increase in self-disclosure there is a .351 stander deviation increase in
donation intention.
Table 3.6
The influence of self-disclosure of microcelebrity number 2 on donation intention
Model 2
R Square Adjusted R square
df Beta
F
Siq.
Self-disclosure
2

.124

.096

1
32

.351

4.509

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
a. Dependent Variable: Donation intention for celebrity number 2 endorsement
b. Predictors: Self-disclosure_2
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.042*

Hypothesis 1c: Self-disclosure for microcelebrity number 3 Abo Nora.
A simple linear regression was carried out to test if self-disclosure practiced by
microcelebrity number 3 Abo Nora significantly predicts donation intention after
exposing to the endorsement by the microcelebrity number 3. The results of the
regression indicated that the model explained only 2.9 % of the variance and that the
model was not significant (p. >.05). See table 3.7.
Table 3.7
The influence of self-disclosure of microcelebrity number 3 on donation intention
Model 3
R
Adjusted R df
Beta
F
Siq.
Square
square
Selfdisclosure 3

.029

.012

1
57

.171

1.718

.195

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
a. Dependent Variable: Donation intention for celebrity number 3 endorsement
b. Predictors: Self-disclosure_3

Self-Disclosure Has an Influence on Attitude Towards the Endorsement
Hypothesis 1b: Self-disclosure for microcelebrity number 1 Yazeed.
A simple linear regression was carried out to test if self-disclosure practiced by
microcelebrity number 1 Yazeed significantly predicts people’s attitude towards
microcelebrity number 1 endorsement. The results of the regression indicated that the
model explains 18.8% of the variance and that the model is significant, F (1,30) = 6.933,
p =.013. with an R 2 of .188. See table 4.0.
In this case, it was found that self-disclosure significantly predicted attitude
toward the endorsement for those who followed microcelebrity number 1 on Snapchat.
For every one-stander deviation increase in self-disclosure there is a .433 stander
deviation increase in attitude towards the endorsement.
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Table 4.0
The influence of self-disclosure of microcelebrity number 1 on attitude towards
the endorsement
R
Adjusted R df
Model 4
Beta
F
Siq.
Square
square
Selfdisclosure 1

.188

.161

1
30

.433

6.933

.013*

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
a. Dependent Variable: Attitude towards microcelebrity number 1 endorsement
b. Predictors: Self-disclosure_1

Hypothesis 2b: Self-disclosure for microcelebrity number 2 Faiz.
A simple linear regression was carried out to test if self-disclosure practiced by
microcelebrity number 2 Faiz significantly predicts attitudes towards the endorsement by
the microcelebrity number 2. The results of the regression indicated that the model
explained only 2.2 % of the variance and that the model is not significant (p. >.05). See
table 4.1
Table 4.1
The influence of self-disclosure of microcelebrity number2 on attitude towards
the endorsement
Model 5
R
Adjusted R df
Beta
F
Siq.
Square
square
Selfdisclosure 2

.022

-.009

1
32

.147

.710

.406

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
a. Dependent Variable: Attitude towards microcelebrity number 2 endorsement
b. Predictors: Self-disclosure_2

Hypothesis 2c: Self-disclosure for microcelebrity number 3 Abo Nora.
A simple linear regression was carried out to test if self-disclosure practiced by
microcelebrity number 3 Abo Nora significantly predicts attitudes towards the
endorsement by the microcelebrity number 3. The results of the regression indicated that
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the model explained only 5.7 % of the variance and that the model is not significant (p.
>.05). See table 4.2.
Table 4.2
The influence of self-disclosure of microcelebrity number3 on attitude towards
the endorsement
Model 6
R
Adjusted R
df
Beta
F
Siq.
Square
square
Selfdisclosure 3

.057

.041

1
57

.239

3.467

.068

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
a. Dependent Variable: Attitude towards microcelebrity number 3 endorsement
b. Predictors: Self-disclosure_3

Physical Attractiveness Has an Influence on Donation Intentions
A normality test was done to the variables and the result shows that the data is normality
distributed. See table 4.3.
Table 4.3
Normality test for physical attractiveness
Variable
physical
attractiveness_1
physical
attractiveness_2
physical
attractiveness_3

M

SD

Skewness

S.E of Skewness

2.9800

.79111

-.339

.241

2.7500

.90314

.435

.241

2.5100

.96917

-.165

.241

Normality
-1.40417
1.804206
-0.68202

Hypothesis 3a: Physical attractiveness of microcelebrity number 1 Yazeed.
A simple linear regression was carried out to test if physical attractiveness of
microcelebrity number 1 Yazeed significantly predicts donation intention for
microcelebrity number 1 endorsement. The results of the regression indicated that the
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model explained only 1.5 % of the variance and that the model is not significant (p. >.05).
See table 4.5
Table 4.5
The influence of physical attractiveness of microcelebrity number1 on donation
intention
Model 7
R
Adjusted R
df
Beta
F
Siq.
Square
square
Physical
attractiveness

.015

.005

1
98

.121

1.456

.231

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
a. Dependent Variable: Donation intention
b. Predictors: Physical attractivness_1

Hypothesis 3b: Physical attractiveness of microcelebrity number 2 Faiz.
A simple linear regression was carried out to test if physical attractiveness of
microcelebrity number 2 Faiz significantly predicts donation intention for microcelebrity
number 2 endorsement. The results of the regression indicated that the model explains
8.7% of the variance and that the model is significant, F (1,98) = 9.345, p =.003. with an
R 2 of .087. See table 4.6.
For every one-stander deviation increase in physical attractiveness there is a .295 stander
deviation increase in donation intention.
Table 4.6
The influence of physical attractiveness of microcelebrity number2 on donation
intention
Model 8
R
Adjusted R
df
Beta
F
Siq.
Square
square
Physical
attractiveness

.087

.078

1
98

.295

9.345

.003**

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
a. Dependent Variable: Donation intention
b. Predictors: Physical attractivness_2

Hypothesis 3c: Physical attractiveness of microcelebrity number 3 Abo Nora.
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A simple linear regression was carried out to test if physical attractiveness of
microcelebrity number 3 Abo Nora significantly predicts donation intention for
microcelebrity number 3 endorsement. The results of the regression indicated that the
model explains 17.6% of the variance and that the model is significant, F (1,98) = 20.905,
p < .001. with an R 2 of .176. See table 4.7.
For every one-stander deviation increase in physical attractiveness there is a .419 stander
deviation increase in donation intention.
Table 4.7
The influence of physical attractiveness of microcelebrity number3 on donation
intention
Model 9
R
Adjusted R
df
Beta
F
Siq.
Square
square
Physical
attractiveness

.176

.167

1
98

.419

20.905

.000***

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
a. Dependent Variable: Donation intention
b. Predictors: Physical attractivness_3

Physical Attractiveness Has an Influence Attitudes Towards the Endorsement
Hypothesis 4a: Physical attractiveness of microcelebrity number 1 Yazeed.
A simple linear regression was carried out to test if physical attractiveness of
microcelebrity number 1 Yazeed significantly predicts attitude towards microcelebrity
number 1 endorsement. The results of the regression indicated that the model explained
only 2.8 % of the variance and that the model is not significant (p. > .05). See table 5
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Table 5.0
The influence of physical attractiveness of microcelebrity number1 on attitude
towards the endorsement
Model 10
R
Adjusted R
df
Beta
F
Siq.
Square
square
Physical
attractiveness

.028

.018

1
98

.168

2.843

.095

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
a. Dependent Variable: Attitude towards the endorsement
b. Predictors: Physical attractivness_1

Hypothesis 4b: Physical attractiveness of microcelebrity number 2 Faiz.
A simple linear regression was carried out to test if physical attractiveness of
microcelebrity number 2 Faiz significantly predicts attitude towards microcelebrity
number 2 endorsement. The result of the regression indicated that the model explains 7.0
% of the variance and that the model is significant, F (1,98) = 7.383, p = .008. with an R 2
of .070. See table 5.1
For every one-stander deviation increase in physical attractiveness there is a .265 stander
deviation increase in attitude towards the endorsement.
Table 5.1
The influence of physical attractiveness of microcelebrity number2 on attitude
towards the endorsement
R
Adjusted R
Model 11
df
Beta
F
Siq.
Square
square
Physical
attractiveness

.070

.061

1
98

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
a. Dependent Variable: Attitude towards the endorsement
b. Predictors: Physical attractivness_2
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.265

7.383

.008**

Hypothesis 4c: Physical attractiveness of microcelebrity number 3 Abo Nora.
A simple linear regression was carried out to test if physical attractiveness of
microcelebrity number 3 Abo Nora significantly predicts attitude towards microcelebrity
number 3 endorsement. The result of the regression indicated that the model explains
26.4 % of the variance and that the model is significant, F (1,98) = 35.233, p < .001. with
an R 2 of .264. See table 5.2.
For every one-stander deviation increase in physical attractiveness there is a .514 stander
deviation increase in attitude towards the endorsement.
Table 5.2
The influence of physical attractiveness of microcelebrity number3 on attitude
towards the endorsement
Model 12
R
Adjusted R
df
Beta
F
Siq.
Square
square
Physical
attractiveness

.264

.257

1
98

.514

35.233

.000***

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
a. Dependent Variable: Attitude towards the endorsement
b. Predictors: Physical attractivness_3

Congruence Has an Influence on Donation Intention.
Normality test for congruence. See table 5.3
Table 5.3
Normality test for congruence
Variable
Congrunce_1
Congrounc_2
Coungrunce_3

M
2.65
4.05
2.93

SD
1.158
1.167
1.233

Skewness
.004
-1.384
-.260
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S.E of Skewness
.241
.241
.241

Normality
0.018563
-5.73371
-1.0788

Hypothesis 5a: Congruence of microcelebrity number 1 Yazeed.
A simple linear regression was carried out to test if congruence of microcelebrity
number 1 Yazeed significantly predicts donation intention. The result of the regression
indicated that the model explains 9.2 % of the variance and that the model is significant,
F (1,98) = 9.948, p = .002. with an R 2 of .092. See table 5.4
For every one-stander deviation increase in congruence there is a .304 stander deviation
increase in donation intention.
Table 5.4
The influence of microcelebrity number1 congruence on donation intention
Model 13
R
Adjusted R
df
Beta
F
Siq.
Square
square
Congruence

.092

.083

1
98

.304

9.948

.002**

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
a. Dependent Variable: Donation intention
b. Predictors: Congrunce_1

Hypothesis 5b: Congruence of microcelebrity number 2 Faiz.
A simple linear regression was carried out to test if congruence of microcelebrity
number 2 Faiz significantly predicts donation intention. The result of the regression
indicated that the model explains 18.6 % of the variance and that the model is significant,
F (1,98) = 22.433, p < .001. with an R 2 of .186. See table 5.5
For every one-stander deviation increase in congruence there is a .432 stander deviation
increase in donation intention
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Table 5.5
The influence of microcelebrity number2 congruence on donation intention
Model 14
R
Adjusted R
df
Beta
F
Siq.
Square
square
Congruence

.186

.178

1
98

.432

22.433

.000***

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
a. Dependent Variable: Donation intention
b. Predictors: Congrunce_2

Hypothesis 5c: Congruence of microcelebrity number 3 Abo Nora.
A simple linear regression was carried out to test if congruence of microcelebrity
number 3 Abo Nora significantly predicts donation intention. The result of the regression
indicated that the model explains 35 % of the variance and that the model is significant, F
(1,98) = 52.663, p < .001. with an R 2 of .350. See table 5.6.
For every one-stander deviation increase in congruence there is a .591 stander deviation
increase in donation intention.
Table 5.6
The influence of microcelebrity number3 congruence on donation intention
Model 15
R
Adjusted R
df
Beta
F
Siq.
Square
square
Congruence

.350

.343

1
98

.591

52.663

.000***

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
a. Dependent Variable: Donation intention
b. Predictors: Congrunce_3

Congruence Has an Influence on Attitude Towards the Endorsement
Hypothesis 6a: Congruence of microcelebrity number 1 Yazeed.
A simple linear regression was carried out to test if congruence of microcelebrity
number 1 Yazeed significantly predicts attitude towards the endorsement. The result of
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the regression indicated that the model explains 22.3 % of the variance and that the model
is significant,
F (1,98) = 28.198, p < .001. with an R 2 of .223. See table 5.7.
For every one-stander deviation increase in congruence there is a .473 stander deviation
increase in attitude towards the endorsement.
Table 5.7
The influence of microcelebrity number1 congruence on attitude towards the
endorsement
Model 16
R
Adjusted R
df
Beta
F
Siq.
Square
square
Congruence

.223

.216

1
98

.473

28.198

.000***

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
a. Dependent Variable: Attitude toward the endorsement
b. Predictors: Congrunce_1

Hypothesis 6b: Congruence of microcelebrity number 2 Faiz.
A simple linear regression was carried out to test if congruence of microcelebrity
number 2 Faiz significantly predicts attitude towards the endorsement. The result of the
regression indicated that the model explains 25.6 % of the variance and that the model is
significant,
F (1,98) = 33.701, p < .001. with an R 2 of .256. See table 6.
For every one-stander deviation increase in congruence there is a .506 stander deviation
increase in attitude towards the endorsement.
Table 6
The influence of microcelebrity number2 congruence on attitude towards the
endorsement
Model 17
R
Adjusted R
df
Beta
F
Siq.
Square
square
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Table 6 (continued)
Congruence

.256

.248

1
98

.506

33.701

.000***

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
a. Dependent Variable: Attitude toward the endorsement
b. Predictors: Congrunce_2

Hypothesis 6c: Congruence of microcelebrity number 3 Abo Nora.
A simple linear regression was carried out to test if congruence of microcelebrity
number 3 Abo Nora significantly predicts attitude towards the endorsement. The result of
the regression indicated that the model explains 42.7 % of the variance and that the model
is significant,
F (1,98) = 73.157, p < .001. with an R 2 of .427. See table 6.1.
For every one-stander deviation increase in congruence there is a .654 stander deviation
increase in attitude towards the endorsement.
Table 6.1
The influence of microcelebrity number3 congruence on attitude towards the
endorsement
Model 18
R
Adjusted R
df
Beta
F
Siq.
Square
square
Congruence

.427

.422

1
98

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
a. Dependent Variable: Attitude toward the endorsement
b. Predictors: Congrunce_3
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.654

73.157

.000***

The diagram below reflects the significance of the three variables on donation intention
and attitude towards the endorsements.

Figure 2. the significance of the three variables
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Table 6.2
Summary table encompasses all hypotheses and results
Variable 1
Variable 2
H1-A
H1-B
H1-C
H2-A
H2-B
H2-C
H3-A
H3-B
H3-C
H4-A
H4-B
H4-C
H5-A
H5-B
H5-C
H6-A
H6-B
H6-C

Self-disclosure of microcelebrity
number 1
Self-disclosure of microcelebrity
number 2
Self-disclosure of microcelebrity
number 3
Self-disclosure of microcelebrity
number 1
Self-disclosure of microcelebrity
number 2
Self-disclosure of microcelebrity
number 3
Physical attractiveness of
microcelebrity number 1
Physical attractiveness of
microcelebrity number 2
Physical attractiveness of
microcelebrity number 3
Physical attractiveness of
microcelebrity number 1
Physical attractiveness of
microcelebrity number 2
Physical attractiveness of
microcelebrity number 3
Congruence of microcelebrity
number 1
Congruence of microcelebrity
number 2
Congruence of microcelebrity
number 3
Congruence of microcelebrity
number 1
Congruence of microcelebrity
number 2
Congruence of microcelebrity
number 3
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Results

Donation intuition

Not supported

Donation intuition

Supported

Donation intuition

Not supported

Attitude towards the
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CHAPTER V – DISCUSSION
This paper analyzes one of the methods that may help charitable nonprofit
organizations make their fundraising public relations campaigns effective. Generally, as
the number of nonprofit organizations increases, the need for effective fundraising public
relations campaigns becomes essential. Unfortunately, in Saudi Arabia, the majority of
nonprofit organizations are experiencing lack of funding due to their poor communication
strategies (Alshammari, Rasli, Alnajem, & Arshad, 2014). The need for funds that these
organizations experience has become a negative aspect which distracts these
organizations from focusing on their programs and operating appropriately. Prior
research shows that there is a strong relationship between nonprofit organizations’
financial states and their performance, and increasing the fund of these organizations will
positively reflect on their performance (Mohamed, 2018). Therefore, as the utilization of
Snapchat microcelebrity endorsement has become a trending communication strategy that
profit and governmental institutions are making a heavy use of it in Saudi Arabia,
nonprofit organizations also should take advantage of this useful tool for their fundraising
campaigns. This paper investigates the influence of Snapchat microcelebrity endorsement
for nonprofit organizations’ PR campaigns through testing the self-disclosure model,
congruence or fit model, and source attractiveness model in relation to people’s donation
intentions and attitudes toward the endorsement.
The findings of this paper are in line with what celebrity endorsement theory
argues. The image of the celebrity utilized for endorsement carries an influence on how
the public perceives the endorsements. As a result of this, the outcome of the
endorsements will be affected accordingly. Business and organizations use celebrities
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often due to their image in society. By utilizing celebrity endorsement, businesses hope
that celebrities’ positive images will reflect on their brand, product or idea.
The massive amount of Snapchat users in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has made
Snapchat an effective communication channel for those who try to convey messages to
the Saudis. Based on the survey, the majority of the sample are Snapchat users. The
number of responses that were excluded because they are not Snapchat users is less than
10 % of the sample. This proves that Saudi Arabia contains a huge Snapchat user base.
The survey outcome is in a good agreement with what has been mentioned in the
literature review (Saudigazette, 2018; Constine, 2018; GMI, 2019).
Finding that the Saudis, who shape the fifth biggest Snapchat user base in the
world, follow Snapchat microcelebrities is not surprising. However, it was extremely
surprising to find out that 70% of the sample follows more than seven microcelebrities on
Snapchat. This shows how much the Saudis are attached to Snapchat microcelebrities. In
addition, the survey responses revealed that 51% of the sample spends up to three hours
on Snapchat on a daily basis. Put another way, the majority of these people who spend up
to three hours a day on Snapchat follow more than seven Snapchat microcelebrities. This
confirms what the previous research said regarding the ultimate power of these
microcelebrities in terms of reaching and influencing the public (Um, 2016; Lee & Um,
2014).
It is not surprising to see businesses and organization utilizing microcelebrity
endorsements as an essential communication strategy. However, it was surprising to find
that nonprofit organizations in Saudi Arabia also have been using Snapchat
microcelebrities to endorse their fundraising campaigns. The survey responses show that
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80% of the sample has been exposed to nonprofit organization endorsements featuring
Snapchat microcelebrities. This percentage is a huge portion of the sample. This means
that nonprofit organizations in Saudi Arabia are making a huge effort in order to reach
donors. It also means that Saudi nonprofit organizations know how to reach their public.
It was shocking to see that nonprofit organization in Saudi Arabia are aware of the
effectiveness of having these microcelebrities endorsing their public relations campaigns.
On the other hand, the outcome of the survey also shows that 72% of the sample
has never donated for a nonprofit organization after seeing a Snapchat microcelebrity
endorsing it on Snapchat. This is also a huge portion of the sample. This may mean that
people did not find these endorsements to be influential. Therefore, they did not react to
the endorsements. As a result of this, the nonprofit organizations did not receive the
required financial fund that enables them to operate appropriately. In other words,
nonprofit organizations in Saudi Arabia did a good job reaching their targeted audience;
however, their communication strategy was not influential. Therefore, they are still
experiencing a lack of financial funds. This is consistent with previous studies
(Alshammari, Rasli, Alnajem, & Arshad, 2014; Mohamed, 2018). The reason for the lack
of funds may be due to utilizing an effective communication channel like Snapchat in
ineffective way. For example, these organizations may have chosen inappropriate
Snapchat microcelebrities to endorse their organizations.
Previous research claims that social media is an appropriate environment for
endorsements (Um, 2016). The survey results confirm that. In fact, the majority of the
sample believes that Snapchat is the most influential platform for nonprofit
endorsements. Based on the sample perspective, the convenience usage, the popularity of
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the platform, the global user base that comes from different age groups and different
social classes, the ability to convey content immediately, and the capability of making
creative promotional content due to the helpful tools that the platform provides for
endorsements like picture and video editing are some of the main factors that make
Snapchat the most influential platform for nonprofit endorsement.
The majority of the research participants (62%) carry positive attitudes towards
Snapchat microcelebrities endorsing nonprofit organizations. These people think that
Snapchat microcelebrity endorsement for nonprofit organizations is good and effective.
In addition, most of the participants would utilize Snapchat microcelebrities to endorse
their nonprofit organizations if they had one. This concurs well what the literature
revealed about the popularity and the influence Snapchat microcelebrities in Saudi Arabia
(Lee & Um, 2014; Saudigazette, 2018; Constine, 2018; GMI, 2019).
Self-disclosure was one of the main variables that have been tested in relation to
donation intention and attitude towards the endorsement. Three hypotheses tested selfdisclosure in relation to donation intintion which are H1-A (p >.05), H1-B (p =.042) and
H1-C (p >.05). Three hypotheses tested self-disclosure in relation to attitude towards the
endorsement which are H2-A (p =.013), H2-B (p > .05) and H2-C (p > .05). The reason
why most of self-disclosure hypotheses were shown to be not supported may be due to
the fact that there are many missing values for questions related to evaluating the
microcelebrities’ self-disclosure. Participants were asked to evaluate microcelebrities’
self-disclosure only if they follow the microcelebrity. For example, 41% of the sample
are not following microcelebrity number 3 on Snapchat. Therefore, there are 41%
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missing value for questions evaluating the self-disclosure of microcelebrity number 3
Abo Nora.
Previous findings in the literature have shown that self-disclosure increases the
level of liking (Collins & Miller, 1994) and social support (Foynes & Freyd, 2013; Rains,
Brunner, & Oman, 2016). It also plays an important role in relationship development
which in this case refers to the parasocial relationship between fans and their
microcelebrities (Petronio, 2002; Catona & Greene, 2015; Gibbs, Ellison, & Heino,
2006). Therefore, endorsements coming from celebrities who practice self-disclosure are
perceived differently (Kim & Dindia, 2011). In addition, self-disclosure of the endorser
celebrity carries a positive influence on people’s reaction to the endorsements and
people’s attitude (Um, 2016; Chung, & Cho, 2014). The findings of this study confirm
that the endorser microcelebrity’s self-disclosure has a weak influence on people’s
donation intention and attitude towards the endorsement.
Physical attractiveness was also tested in this study in order to examine its impact
on people’s donation intention and people’s attitude towards the endorsement. Three
hypotheses tested physical attractiveness in relation to donation intention which are H3-A
(p > .05), H3-B (p =.003) and H3-C (p < .001). Three hypotheses tested physical
attractiveness in relation to attitude towards the endorsement which are H4-A (p > .05),
H4-B (p = .008) and H4-C (p < .001). Previous research has shown that using an
attractive source to convey messages brings about greater effect than using an
unattractive source (Hoekman & Bosmans, 2013). The physical attractiveness of the
source increases its credibility, and there is a monotonic relationship between the
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physical attractiveness of the communicator and perceived expertise, trust and level of
liking (Fleck & Le Roy, 2012; Patzer, 1983).
In addition, researchers have found that endorsements coming from attractive
celebrities are more influential than endorsement coming from unattractive celebrities
(Khalid & Yasmeen, 2019; Liu et al., 2010; Chao & Werani, 2005; Till & Busler, 2000;
Kahle & Homer, 1985). Besides, it has been found that physical attractiveness of the
endorser celebrity influences people’s donation intention and attitudes towards the
endorsement (Tantawi & Sadek, 2019). The outcome of my survey shows that physical
attractiveness of the endorsing microcelebrity has a positive influence on people’s
donation intentions and attitudes towards the endorsement. Therefore, the finding of this
study is in complete agreement with what has been mentioned in previous literature.
This study also tested the impact of microcelebrities’ congruence on people’s
donation intention and people’s attitude towards the endorsement. Three hypotheses
tested congruence in relation to donation intention which are H5-A (p = .002.), H5-B (p
<.001) and H5-C (p < .001). Three hypotheses tested congruence in relation to attitude
towards the endorsement which are H6-A (p < .001), H6-B (p < .001) and H6-C (p <
.001). Previous research shows that the congruence of the endorser is an important factor
that may influence the outcome of the celebrity endorsement, and employing an endorser
who is not congruent with the endorsed product, idea or behavior may result to a negative
outcome of the communication process (Kahle & Homer 1985; Kamins, 1990). People
usually believe that the perceived image of a celebrity must match the endorsement (Choi
& Rifon, 2012).
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Previous findings show that increasing the perceived fit between the celebrity and
the endorsed organization may result to a greater positive reaction to the endorsement in
terms of purchasing intention and attitude towards the endorsement (Till & Busler, 2000;
Batra & Homer, 2004). A good congruence between the endorsed and endorser enhances
the believability level of the endorser and the effectiveness of the endorsement comparing
to low congruence (Davies & Slater, 2015; Petty, 2018). This study substantiates
previous findings in the literature. The findings of this survey show that congruence
between the endorser microcelebrities and the endorsement has a great influence on
peoples’ donation intentions and people’s attitudes towards the endorsement.
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CHAPTER VI – CONCLUSION
Nonprofit organizations in Saudi Arabia are experiencing insufficient
performance due to the lack of funds. Most of these organizations need enough funding
in order to cover the expenses related to their programs and contributions in the society.
Not having enough money has distracted the management of these organizations from
focusing on their programs. Therefore, they need to employ the most influential
communication channels and strategies in order to increase their funds. In addition,
nonprofit organizations should target individuals rather than institutions or governments
due to the fact that individuals’ donations shape the greatest part of the nonprofit funds.
Public relations are often the department that is in charge of conducting
fundraising campaigns. Therefore, public relations practitioners in the nonprofit sector
need to be aware of how to bring about an effective communication process in order to
attract new donors or encourage current supporters to continue their support. One of the
trending communication strategies in Saudi Arabia is Snapchat microcelebrity
endorsement. Utilizing Snapchat microcelebrities for endorsement has become a
prevailing strategy that companies and governmental institutions are using increasingly
nowadays. This paper investigates the influence of Snapchat microcelebrity endorsement
for nonprofit organizations’ public relations campaigns through testing self-disclosure
model, source attractiveness model and congruence or fit model in relation to individuals’
donation intentions and attitudes toward the endorsement.
This paper has highlighted the effectiveness of the three models through testing
each model three times via three endorsements featuring three different microcelebrities.
The result would seem to suggest that self-disclosure practiced by the endorsing
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microcelebrity has a weak influence on peoples’ donation intention and attitude towards
the endorsement. However, physical attractiveness of the endorsing microcelebrity has an
influence on people’s donation intentions and attitudes towards the endorsement. Finally,
having a congruence relationship between the endorsing microcelebrity and the
endorsement has a great influence on peoples’ donation intentions and attitudes towards
the endorsement. Therefore, the evidence of the study suggests that when conducting a
fundraising campaign, public relations practitioners should choose a microcelebrity who
fits their fundraising campaign. This should bring about positive attitudes towards the
endorsement and raise peoples’ intentions to donate to the endorsed nonprofit
organizations.
This paper has some limitations. The most important limitation lies in the timing
of distributing the survey. The survey was distributed right before the beginning of the
month of Ramadan during which Muslims tend to do more good deeds like giving
donations. Another limitation is the sample size. Having a relatively big sample size
helps creating an interaction model between variables. In addition, the result of this study
may be only applicable to public relations operating in religion-driven communities.
Therefore, the findings of the study may not be transferable to all societies.
This study has contributed some way towards improving the understanding of
Snapchat microcelebrity endorsement for Saudi nonprofit organizations. However, it is
only a starting point. Further research can be done in order to expand our understanding
of the effectiveness of this communication strategy. The finding of this study encourages
further research not to be conducted during the month of Ramadan. This should limit the
influence of external variables. In addition, further studies in the current topic are
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recommended to interview public relations practitioners who have utilized Snapchat
microcelebrity endorsement for their nonprofit organizations. This will help us
understand how people reacted to these endorsements. More broadly, further research can
be done to nonreligious-driven community in order to understand the influence of
religions on how people react to these types of endorsements. Moreover, all
microcelebrities enclouded in this study are male. Future researchers may encloud female
microcelebrity to see if gender influences how people react to the endorsement. Finally,
using a larger sample size may increase the chance of making the result generalizable.
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